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Morale issues still plague financial aid office
Some employees describe an office
rife with hostility, fears of retaliation
By Julie A. Galvin
Spends Daily Supervising Editor

It has been a semester designed to
improve relations on a campus still recuperating from the distribution of two
racist fliers in the financial aid office last
semester.
There were the showings of the documentary, "The Color of Fear." The university spent several thousand dollars on
workshops given by outside consultants.
But despite university officials repeated
attempts,
a problem of morale still
plagues the financial aid department.
"I’ve always felt there is no problem that
can’t be worked out," said St. Saffold,
interim vice president of student affairs
and the university’s former ombudsman.
"TThere is a solution, if there’s a willingness
to find one."
The "solution" administration officials,
faculty and staff are looking for is how to
reconcile iclations between financial aid
management and employees in the
department. They face a summer starting
with one-on-one, confidential interviews
with Maria Santos from the Chancellor’s

Office, starting May 21. Saffold titl he’s
called on Santos to act as an objeclive,
third-party investigator.
Saffold himself was asked to step in last
fall, after files were stolen out of a financial aid official’s office in September, and
after racist hate fliers were put in the mailboxes of some people of color in the
financial aid office on Nov. 13.
Part of the concern was that Don Ryan,
director of financial aid, said it was possible the fliers had been printed internally
because of an identifying copy machine
mark consistent with a copier in the financial aid office.
A second hate flier was posted on buildings and lamp posts around campus on
Nov. 20.
Since then, the university has spent several thousand dollars, according to
Saffold, on a diversity workshop and a
teambuilding workshop held by outside
consult:lilts ha financial aid office employees earliei this tear.
"I reallx felt we were moving in a positive direr lioi . but there are for( is working against tots ing in that dire( loll," he
said.

Noted women’s
activist, author
to speak at SJSU
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Angela Davis, well-known political at ’1,1. scholar and professor, will be coming to SIS I to speak
on "Black Women Blues Singers" toda \ it 7 p.m.
in the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Her presentation, which is sponsored b the
univ,rsity’s Institute for Social Responsibility, is
free and open to the public.
In the past three decades, Davis has gained
international recognition for her speaking, writing
and scholarship, as well as her engagement in
national and international liberation struggles in
the civil rights, decolonization, and women’s
movements.
Her political philosophy and practice have
developed from her experience of imprisonment,
trial and acquittal in the early 1970s, and her present leadership in the Committees of
Correspondence.
Davis, a professor in the history of consciousness program at University of California, Santa
Cruz, recently received the distinguished honor of
an appointment to the University of California
Presidential Chair in African-American and
Feminist Studies.
In addition to numerous essays, Davis has
authored
five
books,
including:
"The
Autobiography of Angela Davis; Women, Race and
Class, Culture and Politics."

Saffold said lit’ attributes current «inflict in the department to "one or two penwho are unhappy," and who are not
willing to "move forward" with everyone
else.
But after months, some say years, of simmering tensions, there are those who say
things are not that simple.
Several financial aid employees, including those who say they are afraid to speak
on the record for fear of retaliation, claim
the department is rife with poor manageno
1(..i.t.ices and racist attitudes.
des, tilm .1 hostile work environniri IC a 1\ Stem of silk le intimidation and the feeling
that tame’ sos officials are not hearing the
whole story.
Several employees have voiced their
concerns or filed complaints with Saffold,
as well as with Gabe Reyes, special assistant
to the president for campus climate.
"Things like this take away from the
time and energy that can be devoted to
students," Saffold said. "This (the investigation) is possibly the best and possibly
last effort to uy to resolve this."
"Serious Issues"
On April IS, 1996, four finam ial aid
employees met with Reyes in his effice to
discuss what thes says as a lack of progress
in the departmei,i’s work environment.
Their discussion focused on alleged
preferential treatment of employees based
on race, alleged intimidation of employ-
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You can tell people
that there will be no
retribution or retaliation
for speaking their minds
,.but how can you make
people
believe it? How
The,
can you carry it out? I
don’t know.
Gabe Itiqea
special assistant to the president
for campus climate

ees by management and the issue of management style, Reyes said.
"The issues they’re bringing up are serious," Reyes said. "They are serious allegations, and they need to be looked at They
believed it was a campus climate issue. I
agree. They had every right to bring it to
me."
Reyes said his office was created to put

togethet
Innate plan." to deal
with evei sI rig front !atrial issues to the
evaluation a acadettio SCI
"I’m malls not resiani.dile lor looking
into single personal issues; I’m into longterm planning," he said. "But I am here
to trv to ensure that their needs are being
addressed within whatever offices are supposed to be involved."
Reyes said he forwarded the concerns
to Saffold, and offered to help look into
them. However, the allegations arr being
handled solely by Saffold’s office.
"I think a lot of this can be solved. A lot
of things can be looked into. You can
either verify them or discredit them," said
Reyes, who also said he told the four
employees to make sure they had their
facts and documents straight.
Saffold said he emphasized to members
of the financial aid department at a meeting last week that their cooperation is
imperative.
"The only was this is going to work is if
they talk," Safrold said.
Reyes said lie was concerned that some
of the employees might feel too intimidated to talk freely.
"Thu can tell people that there will be
no retribution or retaliation for speaking
their minds ... but how can you make people believe if,. How can you carry it out? I
don’t know," he said. adding that he was
See Financial Aid, Back page

Annual SJSU
blues festival
to continue
By William Jeske
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students Prow ant
Board, as well as anyone who’s ever
attended the annual Fountain Blues
Festival, no longer has reasons to sing the
blues because of not enough green.
The traditionally free event almost had
to cancel it’s 16th anniversary when two
major sponsors said they were going to
have to cut back on their funding.
With the news of the possible cancellaton last December, Ted Gehrke, the A.S.
program board adviser, along with the
board, campaigned on television and
radio stations to raise funds to save the
festival. One founder who answered the
call was David Cohen, publisher of Metro
newspapers.
Gehrke said that Metro has signed a
four-year contract to be a major sponsor.
Also to the rescue came the California
State Employees Credit Union.
The Fountain Blues Festival is the
largest free blues festival in northern
See Blues, Page 7

NI’ \HIIi \Ill Fill Pitt I
Each year the crowd that attends the Fountain Blues Festival gets bigger and bigger. The band, Niteery, is
Shown here at the 1991 festival.

Retiring SJSU occupational therapy faculty member honored
By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

In a heart warming show of appreciation for years of "quality", "dedication",
"integrity" and "higher principle", numerous SJSU deans, faculty, colleagues and
professionals from around the country
gathered Monday evening at the Hyatt
Sainte Claire in downtown San Jose to
honor Lela Llorens for her contributions
to the field of occupational therapy and
the SJSU community.
Llorens, associate academic vice president for faculty affairs, will retire this year
after 43 years in the field and her position
as chair of the department of occupational
therapy at SJSU from 1982 to 1993.
An audience of about 150 people filled
the ballroom, beginning at 6 p.m.
Speakers honoring Iforens included SJSU
President Robert Caret, who honored her
with a plaque from SJSU for outstanding
achievement.
"Lela comes as close as anyone I know
to be as close as possible to a perfect
cube," Caret said, referring to a multidi-

mensional
analogy
he
drew to her
well roundedness as a professional and
individual.
Llorens
received
the
plaque with a
smile
that
stretched
across her face.
She received
three
more
before
the
night was over
and gave out one to her husband, Joseph
Llorens, for his support throughout the
years.
Chair of the occupational therapy
department Ka% S(1144.1rtz and others,
including deans mid u hails from numerous SJSU departments and other colleges
followed in expressing their admiration
and respect for her as people cheered
their speeches.
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About
15
speakers
broke
into
emotional
speeches about
Llorens.
"When I
try to search
for the higher
principle, I go
Lela Llorens
to Lela," said
president for facult affair’,
I),
Florence
lark, chair of
the occupational
therapy
department at
.111% (.1 ’,IR
of
Southern California. she ,idded her
thanks for Llorens. ( iiiittilaitions in
founding their doctoral degree pi ,.gram.
Others spoke of the friendship and
moral guidance Harems pt.\ idcd them.
chan l,..111.111
at
Rose
Sang,
a
Evergreen/Nest Vallev College. alto graduated from the department at SjsU said
everything she has done in life "tight or
wrong," she hail u onstilteil with floret],

It’s wonderful to know that I’ve touched the lives of so
many people. But it’s wonderful for the university that
you’re here (President Robert Caret.). I will be watching
very carefully what you do and I’ll be back.
SJSU associate academic vice

"She has dots s been a ’,t’t I mportant
voice," said all( h.uul Eggo, Dean of the college of applied si fences and arts. "She is
held in the highest regard she is not
just SJSU’s finest she is held with respect
nationally."
After formal speakers honored her with
touching stories of her character and how
much she will be missed the floor was
open for speakers to Junior her.

Grads’ state of mind

Choosing art over money

Some graduates may find
themselves accepting Jobs
requiring them to relocate out
of state. Washington and
Alabama are profiled.

Professor William Trimble said he
could have been rich. Instead he
chose to follow his art, a decision
that rarely makes millionaires.
"How many ridi people do we
know who are hope They look
miserable."
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about. She then proceeded to give out
Llorens’ home phone number to the audience for counseling purposes.
Cobie Harris, chair of the .African
American Studies department at SJSU
said, "She has been a beacon of light for
every African -American at
He
added, she is a reminder of what people
can accomplish. despite odds being
against them "%Olen the doors are open."
"You Call sat %int are going to miss her,
but she’s II1V neighbor," said one of
Llorens longaime neighbors with tears
running down her cheeks in an emotional
plea. "I IllaN have to move," she said,
adding the olds reason she wim’t is that
her husband is ill.
After ni ark an hour of emotional
speakers I I, CI is took the podium after a
sir -It’s wonderful to know
stai rshiis
that I.e tour bed the lives of so many peopie," she said "No it’s wonderful for the
outset sui’, (hal %,,ti.re here President
Rofwi t :arca.) she then W.11 tall, "I will
be wan fling set’, Carefully w hat von do
and ill be 1).1(

Newspaper takes break
This the the final issue of the
Spartan Daily for the Spring 1996

same

Publication will resume Aug. 26.
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Editorial

Strange Days: Finals are here
Fiiils are upon us, caffeine
is becoming a daily nutritional requirement, nerves
e becoming frayed and potential ulcers are being nurtured.
That can only mean one
thing: The end of the semester
is near and finals week is less
than a week away.
All around campus students
are frantically searching libraries
for information on term papers,
professors are being begged for
extensions and textbooks are
being looked at for the first, or
maybe second, time this semester.
Late at night students are gazing at their books with tired eyes
and stalling yawns, typing away
at their keyboards as their faces
are bathed in the soft glow of

For some it will
seem like an eternity as papers and
exams pile on top
of one another ...
their computer screens and
highlighting lines in their books
with bright yellow or green
markers.
In thousands of houses in the
city and nearby area this is happening in darkened rooms lit
only by a lonely, sometimes
mournful light from a lamp. In
the wee hours of the night, well

beyond the witching hours,
when the sun is just hours away
from rising, the windows of the
residence halls will be lit up like
fireflies as finals drag on.
For some it will seem like an
eternity as papers and exams pile
on top of one another, making
sleep a luxury that many cannot
afford. To those with bleary, red.
stained eyes finals will seem right
in their faces, yet always at arm’s
length. No end will be in sight.
But, it will be over and memories of friendship. drunken bliss,
wild parties, inspiring teachers
and yes, even the thrill of learning_ will take over.
So, study hard, take an occassional break and try to get some
sleep.
See you next semester!

Transportation will never be completely safe

From the heart: The final beat

Drink deeply from life Valujet disaster brings to light risks of travel
and enjoy its moments
By Lisa Brown

Bv Eddie Zacapa

EDDIE
ZACAPA

riding the bus to school
Iwas
the other day. as I usually
do, and my eyes were suddenly opened to a facet of life I
had taken for granted the
beauty of life through the eyes
of a child.
A little girl. about 5-years-old,
stood in the bus seat in front of and I accidentally missed ins
me and was looking straight at stop. Not that doing lioniicsirk
me with her big chocolate on the bus is bad, but it I had
brown eyes. I was startled at done it at home. well. I could
such a young creature peeping have enjoyed the scenery or
at me. My first reaction was to talked to a couple of people and
simply look away, but instead I not missed my stop. Many times
hesitantly smiled. The passenger I, likewise, miss out on opportunext to me simply looked into nities at school, work and
oblivion when the little girl church to appreciate people
looked in her direction.
and their special qualities by
But I played along. I made being too busy or into my own
faces and shifted my eyes play- thing.
fully causing the little child to
So why not live a little?
giggle with laugher. She would Instead of doing the same old
hide under her seat and pop up; thing day in and day out maybe
I guess we were playing hide and we can look to spread some
go seek in a limited area.
smiles and a little love in our
The girl then began to whis- day. Children many times just
per something in her mother’s look at life and enjoy it what
ear and pointed at the other a wonderful quality to have.
woman beside me. Then she
But how can we attain that
pointed at me and giggled. I quality with a world that stains
could only imagine she was say- us with colors of hate, sex, drugs
ing something like, ’That lady is and empty propaganda? Maybe
mean mommy, but this man the first step is simply looking at
he’s ’funny’ or ’loony.’"
life through the humble eyes of
Well anyways, all I know is a child.
sometimes I need to see things
But how?
like that little girl did. I mean, I
We can try admitting were not
need to focus on the little things perfect (we need help), that all
and appreciate life’s special people are special and that
moments. So many times people there is a God who created all
simply miss them and let them the wonders of the unit/else so
pass them by.
that we can look at him and his
So maybe I’ll follow this little creations in awe.
5-year-olds example. I, too, will
When I was a squirmy little
try smiling at people. take time kid, I was probably at some time
to listen and lend a helping glancing at somebody on a bus
hand, thus, enjoying the cham- looking for attention, a new
pagne bottles of life, letting the friend, or simply standing in
bubbles in my heart savor life’s awe of life by annoying my parprecious moments.
ents as I asked "Why?" over 100
How easy it would have been times a day.
to follow the example of the
It’s nice to know that I can
woman sitting beside me, who still do that now as well by
ignored the cheerful gazes of admitting I do not know all the
the child.
answers and that I can be a betInstead I reacted to the little ter person by allowing God to
girl’s attempt to make a friend. mold me and teach me every
But, the little girl was one step day. That helps me enjoy all life
ahead of me, she was searching has to offer instead of closing
for a friendly encounter.
my eyes to it.
How many times do we look
As I played with the little girl
for friendly encounters? How on the bus, I let the kid in me
many times do we look to enjoy show and made a new friend,
life’s moments and simply have something I should do more
fun? Many times we are like the often. As the girl peeped at me
ignorant for possibly the last time from
woman beside me
as we her seat, I saw a reflection of my
and ambivalent to life
ride through our life with our joy in her eyes as we would share
eyes closed.
a precious moment of life.
The reality is that we are on a
bus ride, too, and we are headed Eddie Zarapa is possibly one of the
to a final destination; hut if we
nice.st and .sweetest guys on the planhave our eyes closed to kind- et. This summer he will continue to
ness, peacefulness, truth and enjoy "11w champagne bottles of life"
love we may miss our final bus and if he can, bring peace to the
stop.
world, or al least the bus he rides on.
[ remember once when I was
doing my homework on the bus
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tragedy of ValuJet Flight 592 is
The
beyond words.
What can you say about a DC-9 that
crashes in the muck and mud of the Florida
Everglades with little or no human remains,
much less the second black flight recorder box?
If it were my relatives, I would expect a body
in a casket a, their funeral or memorial service.
Emotions are already running high among
relatives of the deceased and the fact that there
are no remains only exacerbates the situation.
I do not think I want to be a ValuJet customer relations operator right about now.
Xanax and Prozac bottles are likely being
passed back and forth between operators just so
they can come home with a fair amount of sanity left.
Relatives are likely hysterical when they call
hoping beyond all hope that their loved one
missed the plane.
But when we get behind the wheel of our car,
get on light rail, take the bus or engage in any
other form of transportation. there is always a
certain amount of chance involved.
At the risk of sounding trite, accidents will
happen.
I am in no way minimizing the Valulet acci-

- Letters to the Editor
the "emir onineniall) harmful
Professor has ’beef’ gases"
to which she refers. She presumably means methane, which
with commentary
like any relatively stable polyatomic gas has the potential to cause
global warming. Cattle do produce
some methane, but so do elk, caribous and rice paddies. Yet, I have
never heard any of these self-styled
saviors of the planet advocate eradicating the Alaskan caribou herds
or the elk in Yellowstone. Neither
am I aware of suggestions that we
tell the Chinese that they should
not grow rice. Incidentally, the natural decomposition or burning of
any crop residue will produce
either methane or carbon dioxide,
depending on whether the decomposition occurs under anaerobic
or aerobic conditions. Both gases
are considered to be "greenhouse
gases".
In her article, Ms. Johnson
states, "Beef prices are rock bottom right now. Because of the
cheap cost of importing beef
raised in other countries, the beef
industry in our country is hurting."
The latter statement is simply not
true. More importantly, perhaps,
your readers need to understand
that the "beef industry" to which
Ms. Johnson refers really consists
of several components whose
interests do not necessarily coincide. There is not a single price for
beef.
Let me explain.
The beef processors (i.e. the
meat packing firms) like low prices
for finished cattle (i.e. the cattle
they purchase from feedlots). As
the prices for finished cattle rise,
the processors’ margins are
squeezed since they cannot usually
pass on the full cost increases and
maintain the same volume.
Feedlot operators, however, like
high prices for finished cattle and
low prices for cattle they purchase
off the range. The cow/calf operators obviously prefer high prices

In rei.ent scars, what is generally
called the "environmental movement" appears to have been largely co-opted by a bunch of urbanites who have no training and
virtually no knowledge of such
important matters as agriculture
and wildlife management. These
people appear far more interested
in espousing a politically correct
agenda than in developing policies
based on hard data and good science. The article entitled "The
Beef About Beer by Jennifer
Johnson (Spartan Daily, April 4,
1996) is typical of this new politically
correct
environmental
dogma. Ms. Johnson concludes
her piece with the statement, "...I
don t understand why we blindly
support an industry that is both
socially arid environmentally damaging.
In her article, Ms. Johnson
states, ’This is how the beef you
eat spends the last year of its life. It
stands ankle-deep in feces, which is
something that has been linked to
the release of environmentally
harmful gases." If feedlots operated in this fashion, they would
quickly go broke. Cattle fed in a
feedlot normally gain about 3.2
pounds per day with an average
feed intake of about 7 pounds per
pound of gain. Cattle spend only 3
in a feedlot, not a
5 months
sear, and they don’t stand ankledeep in manure. Incidentally, cattle do not have "ankles". The correct term is "hock". The manure is
treated like a commodity, and it is
regularly removed and sold. I
should also point that Interstate 5
is not lined with miles of feedlots.
There is one feedlot along 1-5, and
that is the Harris Ranch operation
near the Coalinga exit.
Ms. Johnson does not identify
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dent’s magnitude. but the fact is that people
die driving their cars, cruising their boats, riding the train or public transit, and using virtually any other method of transportation available
worldwide.
Sometimes I get the impression that
Americans feel that since they are Americans,
they are somehow immune from terrible, albeit
preventable disasters.
Just because this disaster happened, an airline that Federico Pena. transportation secretary, said complied and in many cases exceeded
National Transportation Safety Board safety
requirements, may go out of business.
Many of the planes that fly today are more
than 20 or 25 years old.
Planes are not cheap to either buy or service,
yet the public demands bargain basement pricing to fly everywhere.
A Reno Air one-way coach ticket from San
Jose to Seattle costs $57.
Now you have to ask, how is it so cheap?
Well, maybe they have DC-9s just like ValuJet
I know you are probably thinking, "Well, I
know. I’ll just take Southwest Airlines, United,
TWA, American Airlines or any other long
standing reputable airline that can afford to
reasonably maintain their fleet of aircraft"
Wrong.
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Lisa Brown is a Spartan Dai4 Staff Writer

for the grass-fed cattle they sell to
feedlots. Rapidly rising grain
prices in recent months have not
caused any liquidation of breeding
stock, but they have prompted
feedlot operators to move cattle to
market earlier than normal and to
purchase larger calves for feeding.
The result has been lower prices
for finished cattle.
Although the United States
imports beef and beef products,
exports of U.S. beef have been rising much more rapidly than
imports. Imports of beef rose from
707 thousand short tons in 1983 to
875 thousand tons in 1993 an
increase of 24 percent. However,
during this same time period, beef
exports rose an incredible 357 percent from 103 thousand tons to
469 thousand tons. IBP. Inc., headquartered
in
Dakota
City,
Nebraska is the world’s largest producer of fresh and boxed beef and
pork products. In 1995, IBP’s
export sales increased 18 percent
in a single year. Growing international affluence is increasing the
worldwide demand for high quality beef and pork. Asian countries
in particular appear likely to offer
expanding markets for U.S. beef.
Incidentally, I BP reported record
sales ($12.67 billion ) and record
earnings for 1995.
I would advise your readers to
enjoy American beef while they
can still afford it. Declining fisheries coupled with rising worldwide demand for meat products
seem likely to push prices higher
in the years ahead.

Advertising

Reporters

Unless you have lots of time of t your hands h
investigate each and every prospective airline,
you are simply trusting your life with others
who, like you, are human and may either make
mistakes or do not share the same attention-todetail work ethic that you do.
The likelihood that airline companies are
even willing to send you all their fleet maintenance records because you are a very important
person is minuscule, at best.
So reality has to set in sometime.
Let’s face it. Air travel is a luxury.
All of us are at the mercy of engineers,
mechanics and business executives who either
make the big decisions or perform the decisions made.
There is only so much that can be done to
avoid disaster and promote safety.
I will not let this tragedy keep me from traveling around the world.
I know there is a certain amount of risk when
I fly, but I am willing to take that risk if it means
I can go to New York and share the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day parade with my daughter
and spend Thanksgiving dinner with my relatives.
Are you?

front page article by Larry Lee iii
the Monday, May 13 edition of du
Spartan Daily entitled "Black grad
uation rates haunt athletic depart merit."
I commend the Spartan Daily
for bringing this important issue to
its readership. A broader treatment of this very real sociological
phenomenon will hopefully lead
to a better understanding of a
quite complex problem, which
may then result in an effective and
collaborative effort to treat its causes.
However, plainly speaking, these
graduation reports are not news
As important and enlightening as
they are, they represent history.
The real focus of articles written iii
treatment given to this sociological
woe should be on the outstanding
and tireless efforts of the athletics
panic ulai lc
department
Carolyn Lewis and the student-at li
lete support services program and
our faculty advisor, Dr. Charles
Whitcomb, for spearheading et
comprehensive and systematic
approach to better serving the division of intercollegiate athletics’
objective of graduating not 0% hut
100% of our student-athletes.
I look forward to working with
the Spartan Daily in the future;
perhaps a partnership between
athletics and your fine publication
on this and other important issues
will serve to educate our community in a positive way. My hope is
that San Jose State s graduation
rate record among African American and all student-athletes
improves dramatically to the point
of becoming a key reason to
attend SJSU and play, intercolle
giate athletics for the Spartans.
If we work together, we can
make it happen.
Michael D. Ellzey
A.ssistant Athletic Director,
Extenial Affairs
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All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor, which should be 300 words or less
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be,
*put In the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209
*faxed to (408)924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA. 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity. grammar, libel and length
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addles% phew awither. alemelwe mod map,.
IMINtlals tin intissua W. and are OM assensus
of Os Spann WEN NEN" set Is malt
Published opinions and adverthements do not necessadly reflect the stews oldie Spartan Daily. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or MU.
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PEOPLE
Lost voice, lost dog, last show

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 121100114.1in XXII
Center,195 E. San ermaid() St. Call 93141610.
Child Development Club
Graduation meeting. 9a.m.
Central (lassrooms Bldg.,
nil. 118. Call 736-2332.

Daily Calendar

Today

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3:15p.m.-4:45p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Asian Student
Support Group
Meeting. 2:30p.m.-4p.m.
Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5910.
Associated Students
Program Board
Asian Film Tour. 5:30p.m.
rowne Theatre, 1433 The
Alameda. Call 287-1433.

Fantasy and Strategy Club
Final semester meeting. 5p.m.10p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan nil. Call 924-7097.

Bufwer-Lytton
English Club
Meeting with entertainment
and refreshments. I 2:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
==nate Committee;
Equity
Comm.ittee
Red Earth Day celebration.
Noon2p.m. Student Union, Amphitheatre. Call 9242735,

Catholic Campus Mb
Mass. 12noon. John XXI
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St Call 938-1610.

1 R \
I. RI, Get many
- A great operIt’ate an audience choked
ant pc c fcci Mali(
up. It
ii I tit e the singer choked up. iii
011101- ittl liii c55.11111, isilli (11106011.
ICI’ 1:1110 PilViilt.111 ,111 nil, I hursdas pciItt
man, i of "Andrea Clieniei" by New Vol k’s
Motopolitan Opera. His manager Herbei t
Brest iii. said Pavarotti has laryngitis.
otti
canceled a NI.o. I "lace From
i
i.iuicclp t
1cmcert and was
icioe Frift.iN ii \111.111, Italy
log .t
A1."111" it ’HI" "1 titt \I,,"inPanY, Anne
Sofie ti I tina is Alt,. ill and will not sing the
olas iiight performaaice
role of lilainaide
of "Irlomeneo" wall Placid(’ Dttiniiigo.
Bell flepptiet
replan e Pavarotti, and
SUS:11111e \ kiitlel will substitute for von Otter.

Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Workout, 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
mt. 202. Call 9248759.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
I la.m.-4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Police pluck Puck’s pilferers
sAN \ Eli rs. Ii \
(AP) -

Hie goose is
cook,d toi a Mall ( used of posing as a chef to
rob W.tIi,.iiig Puck’s office on New War’s Eve.
de Ile r man Thomas, 27, was arrested and
bookid f. a it i% estigation of armed robbery.
Ant fit a ilies had approached Thomas on
Mondat, hut he rut atsat Ehitit 90 mu noes lit,,
a poln c dog alerted "Ili( vis to a i tIlidar telephone in bushes, and ’Thomas was 1,’. stied
hiding alnite in a pine tree, said Sgt. R.IN
/per.
POliCe belicse Thomas was one or two men
who posed .1.11 Chefs in white uniforms alai hats to
invade the office of the chef-to-the -stars. Puck
was away at the time.
The armed men ordered employees to lie on
the floor and escaped with an unknown amount
of cash but left the money behind during a
police chase

Banjo’s serenade striptease
I...est Bela Fleck
I I
- 1
ustiall gets h..,
ing is why’, lie’s tuning his
1).1.10.
That will change when the Grammt-winning
countri musician and his group, The Eleckunics.
perform the score It, the Demi Moore music
Striptease."
Fleck, whose current album is "Tales From the
Acoustic Planet," played the theme song for the
movie "The Beverly Hillbillies."
The banjo player shared a Gram111% iliis year
for best country instrumental per h aithalle, on
Asleep at the Wheel’s song "Hightowei
"Striptease" will be released natit .1 ’wide June

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Special book sale, with prices
50 percent off (donations
welcome). 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library, mi. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705
Mariachi Workshop
Spring concert. 7:30p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4675.

Mystery Science wraps up

Carradine’s dog on the lamb
I p,
- Lost: one hefty dog.

Spirts Guido is free and
ontambir to students, brille
zlkZeassociations.
3pm two der
before piMaifvn.Forms
ipaikk bat 209.
&Messner be edited to
allow for space restrictions.

Thursday

Cows* Choir
Choir needs tenon and altos.
9a.m..1030aan.
Bldg., Choral Activities
0111/44 Cal19244.532.

all museum carries [by,: i Cdkl I I tame.
The re«ird industri i Ii ef and it t-foiinider of
the DreamWorks Slit; studio has given $5 million to the Museum of Contemporary Art, which
has renamed its ’Temporary. Contemporary building the Geffen Contemporary. at M(X.A.
The building, made from two 1940s-era warehouses, opened in 1983 as a temporary exhibit
space while M(X:A was under construction. But
it has remained in use, winning high praise for
its flexibility.
"There’s a thriving contemporary art scene in
Los .Angeles. I want to be supportive of it,"
Geffen said.
The donation was announced Monday.

Pavarotti choked up

International Students
Club
Meeting. 6p.m.-7p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo rm.
Call 9248531.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
Ila.m.4.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Campus Demoends
Meeting. 4p.m. Student
Union, Montalso rm.
Call 3644243.

3

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - After seven seasons of
mocking movies suited only for the Late, Late,
Late Show, "Mystery Science Theater 3000’ turns
on the movie sign for what could be the last time
Saturday’.
Comedy Central decided not to renew the
acclaimed series, citing low ratings. The last
episode, "Laserblast," airs at 5 p.m. EDT
Saturday, although Comedy Central will continue showing reruns of "MST3K" through 1996.
Fans also can catch the Peabody .Award-winning
show in syndication as well as the feature-length
music version playing a rats the country.
In the final episode. space-stranded Mike
Nelson (head writer Mit had J. Nelson, who
replaced Joel Hodgson as show host) and his
robots are told the. ’re being cut loose by the evil
Dr. Clayton Forrester.

Of t ..1: one he! is t eward. Call David Carradine.
No questions asked.
Carradine’s dog, Rocky, disappeared near
Malibu on May 4 while the "Kling Fu" star was at
the Cannes Film Festival in France, his girlfriend
said.
"He’s crushed, just absolutely crushed,"
Marina Anderson said Monday.
She said Carradine is offering a "hefty" reward
for the return of the 7-month-old, 100-pound
BertieW 11101111tAin dog.

.Associased Stade*
Program Doted
Asian Film Tour. 5:30p.m.
Towne Theatre, 1433 The
Alameda. Call 287-1
"ha Allow* of
*WOW and Ingineers
Study ctiOL
Hat nn. 31

Geffen donates
ANGELI s AP)- He put his name on a
record label and a film company. Now a modern

Snorers more likely to gain weight than quiet sleepers
i.El’)

-

Zzzuzkiix.

Skial

1 hat could be the sound of a
few pounds gathering around your
waist.
Older men who snore are more
likely than silent sleepers to gain
weight, a study has found.
Many people who snore also
stop breathing for a few seconds, a
condition called sleep apnea. The
lack of breath wakes the sleeper
and can leave him feeling sleepy
during the day.
Previous research has indicated
that obesity can contribute to
sleep apnea; one possible explanation is that the sleeper’s fat pushes
down on the airway, interfering
with breathing.
The new research indicates that
sleep apnea may also cause weight
gain, said Dr. J.W. Weiss, lead
author of a study presented
Tuesday at a meeting of the
American Thoracic Society and
the American Lung Association.
Weiss theorized that apnea sufferers are too tired to want to do
much, and start putting on the
weight.

66
It makes us rethink the way we look at
obesity and sleep apnea
Dr. Norman H. Edelman
American Lung Association consultant

"It makes us rethink the way we
look at obesity and sleep apnea,"
said Dr. Norman H. Edelman, the
ALA’s consultant for medical
affairs and a professor at the State
University of New York at
Stonybrook Medical School
Sleep apnea affects 4 percent to
5 percent of adult men. For some
reason, men appear twice as likely
as women to develop the disorder.
The research involved 508 veterans taking part in a long-running
Veterans Administration study on
aging. They ranged in age from
their upper 40s to 90.
In the early 1990s, Weiss and
three other Boston-area doctors

added questions about sleep. The
questions were asked whenever a
participant visited his doctor.

Participants w,te wvighed then,
and again Onit sccis
cmint the
After taking 11111,
veterans’ ages and
weight,
the researchers Inund that after
three years the snorers gained a
few pounds more on average than
the quiet sleepers.
Other questions indicated that
the svinpiins of sleep apnea
dated hat k many years for many
of the men. "It N.111 can extrapolate ha< k. Is ii Li that the cumulative weight osr time may well be
submit’ tial Weiss said.
Weiss is from Beth Israel

CHINESE CUISINE-FOOD TO GO
*Mandarin & St hechuan

Itunch and Dinnet

*Box Lunches to Go

*Catering Available

mow’ k

Iv

Contact: Doris (510) 867-1800

Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
5601 Norris Canyon Rd, Ste 300, San Ramon, CA 94583

ACCOUNT MANAGER
*Responsible for strategic partner development. 2-year college
degree preferred and minimum 2 years experience in PC sales
with distributor or mass merchant channel. Basie + commission.
INSIDE SALES REPRESENTATIVL
*Develop sales for assigned territory. Minimum 1 year PC sales
experience and some college.
(PT I burly)
LE
Bi ? ESK CM(
6,1%il identify government bid opportunities and assist sales itt
bid completion. Minimum of high school diploma and ability to
operate a PC required.
Excellent communication skills and attention to detail
is a must. Multiple languages a phis! Equal
Opportunity Employer. Competitive salary. Fax resume
to (408) 487-0200 or e-mail to rpereznapati.com
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131 E. Jackson Street yr

I FREE INSPECTION LIFETIME GUARANTEE

AMMO/1,21MM

We’il
pilice

INC.ftflhi
Centr7

I GOT MY CAR er:e:
SERVICED
BETWEEN
CLASSES!
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APAQ TECHNOLOGY, a dynamic
manufacturer of high quality personal computer
systems, is looking for goal oriented people!

Photos *Color Laser Printer(IBN1

Phone: (.10S ) 295-6600

1., RH], North of Santa Clara Between 3rd al id ,ith Street
WI \ 11\111
I
(II :do-,) it pill
294-3303 or 998-9427
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hechiles and second jobs
tt,
causing the sleep probIt II,. viss said.
del mai said he study suggests
t hat weight gain and sleep apnea
int tease each other: "The whole
thing kind of feeds on itself in a
loop."

’Desktop Publishing *Computer Rentals
Passport

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE
EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy women
between 21 and 32 years of age. Experience the
reward and satisfaction of enabling
another woman to conceive. If you
are of Caucasian, Asian, East Indian,
Iranian, or other ethnic cultures, you
may help others of your ethnic background who would otherwise remain
childless. All inquiries
are confidential.
Financial compensa
tion is provided.

I lospital and Hai salI \i. is.
School. Fits tnth Agnes .til
di
1..itn.1.11.,1%
Cht11111111g
and
Brigham and Women’s I inspital.
Sleep apnea is not the only
cause of sleepiness, and mint
things can contribute to weight
gain. However, since many of the
people in the study were retired,
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Niese, Burman take over the Daily’s reins
Spartan Daily’s new
management to lead paper
on superhighway adventure
By. Lisa Brown
Spartan Deoh, Mat Writer

the new leaders, chosen to navigate the
Spartan Dads ’s helm in print and on its
new web sire for the fall 1996 semester,
were wk., led last month.
Jeffrey Nuise, 22, is the new executive
editor and Kerry Burman, 24. is the new
achertisnig manager.
Next semester Jeff will focus news coverage more intently on the immediate SJSU
campus community.
!Maryann Niese. Jells mother, said she is
both surprised and vet v proud of Jeff.
"It’s not like him to do public speaking
.md interviews." she said. "He has just been
surprising me a lot lately."
Jeff was bitten by the news hound bug
late in his school tenure. When he first
ciune to SJSU fall 1992, his intended major
was aerospace engineering, but after taking courses such as chemisits md math,
he decided engineering was boring.
After a year of not known ig what to do.
Jeff took a journalism class, beginning
news writing. A changed major has
become the pinnacle of Jeffs SJSL. successes to date following in the footsteps of
Peter Ueberroth and Leigh Weimers.
Jeff has had an experience two summers
ago that taught him how fragile life is.
While climbing down the rim of Crater
Lake, he slipped backward, fell 20 feet vertically, rolled down 20 yards, temporarily
blinded in both .eves and conscious the
entire time.
to die; MA life was
"I thought I was
over," he said.

I his ilear -death expel aim e has shown
lett how ha la he is. The fall taught him to
take full .whantage of what life has to offer,
he s.urt
"Clu istopher Reeve falls oin a horse
and is A pal aplegic. ivet 1 tall is Ink roe k
Ionising and only have a bum knee," he
said.
Jett wants to bring a zest for lite and lose
of journalism to the Daily by is as of his
enthusiasm \Miring!’ he held a job, he
spent more time in the newsroom this
semester th.ui at [ionic. he said.
like it. I like what 1 ant doing. I like
being a reporter," he said.
But Jeff is not the only one who enjOVS
their chosen career path.
Kerry Burman, who changed majors
from interior design to English and finally
to advertising, transferred from California
State University Long Beach.
Howard Burman, former associate professor of theater arts at SJSU front 1970 to
1985, finally had a chance to perform the
role of a lifetime: proud father.
"I think it’s great.... Kern’s terrific. She
can do anything she wants to do and if she
wants to do (advertising), sh:.,11 probably
do it very well," he said.
Kerry, born and raised in Santa Cruz
until age 14, lived in West Bloomfield,
Mich., and Long Beach, Calif., with her
family before relocating back to Santa
Cruz where she now resides.
Kerry also had challenges that shaped
who she is today. She said she took a cute’
semester sabbatical for two reasons. She
was unsure what career direction to take.
Kerry said she was not a student who knew
from the beginning what her career choice
was.
Kerry said that her mother was diagnosed with cancer. She also wanted to be
available to support her mother.
"She is fine now," she said.
But it was hard to deal with both her

Phones go off-line
spartan Dads st.,

tins for a few SJSU buildings were offThe pli.tia
line from .7) p.m to 7 p.m. Tuesday and will hti worked on
again tonight from 5 p.m. to 8.p.m. A bulk-mail phone
message was forwarded to faculty and staff stating that
anyone having difficulty with their phone lines after the
hiatuses should call the telecommunications repair
office at 924-1011. The shutdowns are not campus-wide
said Intecom technitian Ron Irwin. The only buildings
which should be affected are MacQuarrie Hall, Duncan
Hall, SweeneY. Hall .iiid part of Wahlquist complex.
Karen McCaro said the recorded message will be
changed in raw more lines need to be worked on
tonight. "Sonic people called in not understanding what
was meant by ’intermittent interruptions.’" She clarified
some lines might experience short-term outages.

:hristopher Reeve
Lill from a horse and
is a paraplegic, (vet) I
fall while rock
climbing and only
have a bum knee.
Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily
execunse editor

New

A
mother’s illness and her career um ertainty.
Consecpiently. Kerns and her motilei
became close friends who iiiutwit, Ii S111,port eai Ii
NVIieti sti iIi’si sis1 and figured out
her s.itti ttl sIts ii. , then devoted het
studies as t ordinglc. It was an import:tut
turiutig intim for het.
"Ni As I have a clear goal and know exa, its what !want to do. It makes me feel ins tic
table," she said.
"1.1m Irioking forward to a good semester Ns "I king with the new ad staff" Kerry
said Ole wants to leave her mark by havnig
a high oiltime of quality advertising.
She also said she hopes to share with students that being on the advertising Stall is
a great learning experience where learntil
knowledge is put into practice.
Like her father said, "A good education
is more than just going to (lass. It’s all the
other things involved. Running the
Spartan Daily is it of Illitfat. things."

Folk dancers
Club has Turkish flavor
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

on campus for
nearly
ery ethnic group. Even
Edward Webb. who is English, Irish,
Scottish, Welsh. French and Dutch,
fotmd one hat which suits him. He’s
a member of the Arkadas Turkish
folk ensemble. In fact, this club is
open to anyone, not just a Turkish
person.
iS A Club

male

H

New
tor
In It),

roe reason I like far ki.li
said
lot ti eatiete.- \Vela) .ard
Iiic
that if ciii s re to look ai .1 map,
Europe. Asia anti .kfrit a are ilic tt!
tiering continents to Tiarkev. NYit liii
these continents ate six nations that
border Turkey. All of these riaririir’s
cultures influence the steles oi
Turkish dancing. "There’s even
dancing," said Webb.
These differences don’t 01111
effect (tin«. stile, they also elle, t
costume sty le I hiv wear a lot sit rillferent
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reflect what is going
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iIt is als gentian% less participants,
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Science and English
requirements.
Get 6 units in 6 weeks
at our sunny, breathtaking campus, where
the trees and ducks
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For your parents.

For you.

STUDY ABROAD
IN
AUSTRALIA
THIS SUMMER.

PARTY
IN
AUSTRALIA
THIS SUMMER.

Spend Long Hours Studying:

Waste Long Hours:

Oceanography

Diving

Zoology

Wild Partying

Horticulture

Hiking

A valued program for the

A great way to kick back

growth and enhancement

and have fun for an entire

of any young person.

hassle-free month.

$989*

$989*

(From Los Angeles or San Francisco)

(From Los Angeles or San Francisco)

QANTAS

QANTAS
THE AUSTRALIAN AIRLINE

5

J

THE AUSTRALIAN AIRLINE

*Package price per person, based on double occupancy includes: round-trip economy airfare on Qantas Airways
from Los Angeles or San Francisco to Sydney and return from Brisbane, 1 night accommodation in Sydney, bus
pass from Sydney to Brisbane valid up to 1 month. Bus pass features Hunter Valley, Warrumbungle National
Park, Byron Bay, Lamington National Park and Gold Coast. Other bus pass options and similar New Zealand
packages available. For information and reservations call your travel agent or Qantas at 1-800-442-9947.
Conditions: Valid for departures through August 31. 1996. Packages are restricted to selected Qantas Airways flights and days of the week A maximum one month stay Prices are sublet t to change Package is ,uhlet I to availability Package must he paid in full within 21
days of confirmation or 21 days prior to departure. which ever comes first and not later than August 10. 1996 Prices do not include US taxes and fees of up to S1995. nor do they include passengei lac tiny barges of up to 5I2 depending on itinerary Prices do nor include
foreign departure taxes of approximately $21-52, depending on destination All ticketing for this package must be done by Qantas Vacations Special booking. cancellation fees and other restrictions apply California registration #200136 W 1496 Qantas Airways
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WASHINGTON:

iirlANciAt

By Kimberly Lamke
*octal to the Speen Daily

If SOU re the type of person who
likes a good cup of wffee and lots
of rainy weather, Washington
might be the state for you.
According to current SJSU
Alumni information there are
about 2.100 SJSU graduates living
in Washington. Other than being
well-known as the home of grunge
rock. Starbucks Coffee and one of
the most recently active volcanoes
in the United States, Mount St.
Helens, Washington seems to be
relatively unknown or unnoticed
by Americans.
With its natural beauty and
walth of economic opportunitites,
perhaps Americans are making a
mistake
by
overlooking
Washington.
Washington does have its downside. The state is soaked with over
38 inches of rainfall 50 percent of
the vear. Washington natives are
usually the first to warn newcomers
how much rain their state receives.
Barry Anderson, a California
native who relocated 24 years ago

More and more hitech firms are opening
offices or plants all over
the state.
jacquie Montez
Adminstrative Assisuun
SeatleDepartment of Trade
and Economic Development

99
to Washington, said, "The rain
takes a lot of getting used to. It
rains a lot here ... our weather is
nothing like California weather."
Anderson also said the rain is
problematic, but makes vegetation
a whole lot healthier. "It’s nice to
drive down the highway, when
there’s not traffic, and see green
everywhere. We usually don’t have
a problem with dry brush up
here." Traffic problems congest
parts of the state and are touchy

subjects of discussion for many:
ofthe state’s residents.
The rain also serves another
purpose. Without it, U’ashington’s
lumber industry, as well as the
tourism dollars generated from
visitors to its tune state forests and
three national parks, would all but
dry up. Other top industries
besides tourism and lumber in
Washington include: manufacturing of airplane and other types of
transportation equipment, local
and state government and farming.
facquie Monter, administrative
assistant
at
the
Seattle
Department
of
Trade
and
Economic Development, said the
agricultural industries of the state
continue to hold importance, the
economic climate in Washington is
changing.
More and more hi -tech firms
are opening offices or plants all
over the state," Monter said. "Intel
is opening up a new plant in
and
Taiwan
Tacoma
Semiconductor is opening a plant
in the state as well."

POPUI ATION MAKEUP

(.01JCERNS
Average annual
salary: $25.553

’I wouldn’t want to live anywhere else’
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4.4%
Leery

Minimum wage:
$4.90 per hour
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Seattle: $50,400
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Yakima: 27.384
Tacoma: $36,663
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LIVING IN WASHINGTON
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Average rainfall 38
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Average snowfall. 5
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Tacoma Spokane Yakima
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rent in Seattle
per month

Rowena T. Afillatio / Spartan Daily

Coffee bars are big with state
residents. There are over 200 coffee bars in the largest city in
Washington, Seattle. Starbucks
Corporation headquarters are
located in Seattle. which might
help to explain why it is so easy to

get a cup of Java almost anywhere
in Washington.
Washington offers quite a bit in
the way of entertainment. There
are 172 movie theaters. 140 bowlti ii
ing alleys and 72 golf
Mere are also has three pot, ,sion-

al sports teams in the state: the
Seattle Supersonics (basketball),
the Seattle Mariners (baseball) and
the Seattle Seahawks (football).
As Anderson put it, "Well, it’s
no California, but I wouldn’t want
to live anywhere else!"

Affordable housing, continued racism in Alabama
Karron P. Martin
Spectal lo the Spartan Daily

II you think taking final exams is a stressful period
imagine getting a job offer after graduation and having to relocate out of state.
A job offer may send you packing clear across the
United States, like to Alabama, the fifth largest state
in the South.
Alabama’s population of 4.2 million is basically
made up of whites and African-Americans. Whites
account for 73.6 percent, African-Americans 25.3 percent and American Indians, Asian-Americans and
Latinos representing less than 2 percent of the state’s
total population.
Some Alabamians continue to regard AfricanAmericans as lowerdass citizens.
"In some parts of Alabama the Civil War is still
going on" said SJSU professor Hughlene Burton, a
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa alumnus.
Tina Melancon, from the Commissioner of
Revenue, said, "There are places here where racisim
is predominantly just there."
Companies are coming in from the outside with
their own company policies and unbiased attitudes
that are not in line with the "good ol’ boy network"
which can be found deeply rooted within some
Alabamians.
"Without affirmative action it would be a major
problem with a black college graduate getting ajob,"
Burton said.
Although there are more than 92,000 established

FINANCIAL CONCERNS
Average annual
salary: $22.340
National average
$25,903

POPULATION MAKEUP
1.6%

American Indian,
Asian of Pacific
Islander. Latino
end Other

By pander
Women 48%
Men. 52%

Alabama rank:
31st in nation

Other necessities
Auto insurance:
$563/yr
Electri.city:
$42/w.nter
Driver’s license fee:
$15
Telephone flat rate:
$20/mo

1 br -

$365 2 $428 3 $535 4 S599
br

br -

br -

Average rental units

!Source: Journalism 132

Rowena T. Mlll.do / Spartan Daily

businesses in the state, only five are Fortune 500 companies. The newest pride of Alabama is the Mercedes
Benz manufacturing plant.

"The Mercedes-Benz plant out in lltiiiisville make
us feel kind of classy," said Heather Rickles, from
the Alabama Bureau of Tourism &Travel.

d, Ben/ lane
ii tot, iiuiili.iines like
added to the 1.9 million salary emploi ,iii Alabama
who are earning an annual average salai y of $22,340,
which is ranked 31st among the fifty states.
Despite Alabama’s annual average salary being
below the national average, $25,903, housing is still
affordable. One and two bedroom rental units range
from $365 to $430 per month. Three and four bedroom rental units range from $535 to $599 per
month. The median price of a home is $90,900.
Overall Alabama residents spend about $964 on
state taxes, which is relatively low. On the other hand
general sales tax ranges from 7.25 percent to 8 percent, depending upon the county of residency.
Beware. Sales tax is put on every grocery item in a
grocery store.
"That is a regressive hut and that really hurts die
lowerclass," Burton said. "1 mean we all have to eat."
Alabama’s night-life to be basically nonexistent.
What may make up for such a flat nightlife is the
excitement of the rivalry between the two main colleges: Auburn University and University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa.
Depending on what is important to you, Alabama
may have something for you. Lisa McNair, manager of
the Alabama Visitor Information Center said that
Alabama breaks any preconceived notions.
"I know some people think we do not have indoor
toilets here and things like that, but we are very modern," said McNair.

College Graduates Wanted!
Graduating? Looking for a career’? Don’t know where to start?
THEN LOOK NO FURTHER
Volt Computer Services located in Seattle. WA is looking for candidates that are ready to apply
their academic knowledge in a business and professional environment. Volt Computer Services
will provide you with opportunity to work with the hottest names and the latest technology in the
Computer Industry
Volt is looking for individuals that possess any the following skills or experience:
C
C++
Visual Basic
WIN NT
WIN 95
EXCHANGE or other E-mail experience
MAPI. WIN API
Visual Test
MS Test
SQL
TCP/IP
If you have fluency in Chinese Japanese, Korean, German, Arabic, Hebrew, or Greek we want
to talk to you Experience in testing software would be a plus
Volt is recognized as one of the most powerful sources of contract placement
competitive salary and benefits package

We offer a highly

For immediate consideration come visit and talk with us in our booth at the career job expo.

DENNIS (JAID DAVID THEMA SEAN CONNERM

DRAGqNHEAM"
Volt Computer Services-8461 154th Ave NERedmond, WA. 98052
Phone (206)702-9000Fax (208)703-2145Emaifv-kevcheamicrosoft.com
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Blues: Festival to celebrate 16th year with a little help from friends
From page,
California and possibly the state.
"What I found out," Gehrke said about
Isis radio spots, "was that there is a real
depth of siipport for the blues festival."
(alit I, said about $600 was raised
from the publa
A s program board executive director Colleen Pon, who worked with
Guilt ke, said she too was surprised
about how many people have called to
ask about whether there would be a
16th festival.
As money tricked in, it looked like
the festival might actually go ahead
but have to be moved to the Event
Center. Also there would be a charge
to enter. In all the years the festival has
beets around, it has always been free.
In an A.S. program board press
release, Cohen is quoted as having
said, "Metro is intricately involved in
the arts, especially music in San Jose.
"Supporting this testi\ al is integral
to who we are. The 1 rruir min Blues
Festival fits right in."
Usually. Gehrke compiles the festival’s line-up in November. But with the

66

Details

What I found out
was that there is a real
depth of support f )1’
the blues festival

1 silo

By Becki Bell
hange programs are
coniniord% thought of as semesters AI rolleges In Ii eign court ti it’. title are r liti alternatives
fra students and ircent graduates
who is.1111IiiIlie III .111,,i her coonIii Iiiit mai not want to attend
list their I me sia iiesamplc is
1 hi triter11.111,11.11 \,1.,1,1111,1.

led Gehrke

Line-up

festival even happening in jeopardy,
Gehrke made his calls in March.
Fortunately, the headliner Johnnie
Johnson, who headlined last year, said
he would be available for the festival
but would only do it if he could play
with the same band he played with last
year.
The Tommy Castro Band was available and told Gehrke it could accompany Johnson.

noon F liner Lee Thomas Blues
Re.% tie
I p.m. James Armstrong
2 p.m. Back to Life featia big
Pam I lawkins
3 p.m. lommy Castro Band
4 p.m. 1.nwell Fulsorn
5 p.m. loin the Johnson
Jam session may follow
Making like the Blues Brothers and Sisters,
AV.,. [Med Students Program Board memhi is
Metro newspapers representatives
sir Ike a modest pose. Front row: ASPIcs

Styli Itnrss ills -global

jer t

International
business is the way to
go.
Carlos Siqueiros
AitsEc president

99

Stria(las
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"ii i mitt national, non
nit, sill-

dtio-111.11idged orgailizatiroi dedicated is, lostering 1111(1 national
male’ staudilig through worldwide I nisi less ,operation."
All Si I: iilccige to the worldwider ronin unity u anslates into an
oppor total i for students and graduates to experience employment
iii.111,1111CT C0111111,..
"Illtt111:16011.11 hiltillle,S is the
sI
president
way to go," said
Carlos Siqinel irs It llow ’s I panicipantsi to get sione eXCellellt business UXI/e/ urn r iii all areas ... it
allows our nnrrisriilrnals to market
thernsel% es and network ... and
also to get a colt or al experience."
Siqueiros said that A1ESEC
offers opportunities in 85 different
countries, including Germany,
Spain, Turkey, Taiwan, Hong
Kong,
England and Russia.
’rhough nrrrnst r if the join are in the
fields of business and economics,
individuals who are interested in
those fields r ail gain experieni e sir
international business practices
through the AIESEC program.
A1ESEC is unique in that it
offers complete placement service.
Participants not only have jobs
waiting for them when they arrive
in then host countries, they also
accommodations
have
in Mg
arrais*ed fro them. AIESEC even
organizes social events for the individuals who participate in the program.
Siqueiros said since English is
the international business language, people who wish to participate in the program do not necessarily ha e to kibiw the language
oldie host «mon r.

A1ESEC works somewhat like a
school exchange program; for
each American who finds employment abroad, an exchange worker
is brought to this country.
Participants who find themselves
in San Jose might work at any
number of large companies,
including IBM, Netscape and
Cisco Systems. hi return, these
companies benefit from a costeffective method of hiring interns,
and from the $1,500 tax deduction
they earn as a reward for participating in the program.
AIESEC was created as a way of
promoting unity among people of
different national backgrounds,
said Siqueiros. The primary %%ay
this is done is through %% hat
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HIGH -INCOME SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
NEWLY AVAILABLE!

I in‘
iIt
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Businesses are quickly realizing the advantages of marketing
wer the Internet. If you can sell prime Internet Web sites to
eager businesses in your home region this summer, you could
realistically earn your entire academic bill by September,
possibly even as a second job. This is a one-time, real offer Ironi

ilrttnimers.

Svift Cloud consists of hills
Lalwaii. Albert Ro. ha, Geo! gn
Garcia. Ken Cut It’t anti Fill ttl
Phelps.
Also r M hand will be Pine

an ethical firm located in New Haven, Connecticut. For
additional, detailed information, send email beginning to:
summer96@netbeam.com
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NetIL am Internet Consulting

You’re ready to look for a job, but don’t know
where to start. Now what? Now...

he said.

,,iirorfier Bridge Positi

JOBSAMERICA!

ik a part of the Adventure!
The Summer Bridge Program
has extended its search for a
qualified Resident Coordinator
& Advisors. Apply today at
Wahlquist Central, Rm. 208.
or call Q24-2575
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THE GETAWAY CAP.
lit, tak,,us
car. The trains of California and connecting shirt) les
can take you just about anywhere in the state 55 II II out the hassle and hidden costs of driving. Super low
roundtrip fares on Amtrak California’s Cripito/s. Sm;
Joaquins, and San Diegans make it very rut rad lye.
Use your Student Advantage Card (annUal enrollment $201 and get an additional 15’; discount.
WW1]

Go from San Diego to Eureka. Santa Barbara to
South Lake Tahoe (or anywhere in between) in grand
style. Aboard our cars you can relax, listen to music.
munch a snack or just take in the scenery. Amtrak
California trains are comfortable and roomy with
lots of space to stash your stuff. And there’s no easier
or more economical way to get where you want to go.
If you’ve got adventure in mind, or just want to hide
out for a while, we’ve got the perfect getaway. Call your
college travel service or Amtrak at 1 -800-USA-RAIL.
Ftrimidtrip
Fares

With SA Card

$27 . .
Sacramento
South Lake Tahoe . . $43 . . .
Yosemite
$54 ...
.
IA)s Angeles
’82
.
596
San Diego

82’3
$37 ....
$46
S70
s 142

Savings

$4
$6
$8
S12
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FREE CAREER BUILDING
SEMINARS

SPECIAL SECTION WITH HIGH
TECH COMPANIES OFFERING
POSITIONS IN MANUFACTURING/PRODUCTION
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CONVENTION CENTER
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SANTA CLARA CONVENTION CENTER

SPECIAL SECTION FOR RETAIL,
SALES AND SERVICE POSITIONS
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EDUCATION & ADVANCED
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Preparation
Services
(4ott) 924-2600
(510) 680-6556
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Non-traditional sorority gives support
By Jennifer Johnson

Graduation speaker

"We trv to span out to
"We try to build an alliance
different cultural el OILS. with other sororities," Pena
she said.
said. "I think it is better that
We don’t
Pena said theit main
way because we all have so
locus is to gt actuate and
much in common."
Pena said last year some new
give each other support
organizations started coming
and by accepting women of woman.
from different cultures it
to them for advice.
Anna Pena
Lambda Sigma Gamma
gives them the unique
Lambda Sigma Garnma member prides themselves in their
opportunity to learn
community
efforts of
about them.
involvement in several out"We really focus on sisreach programs including
terhood," Pena said. it is
the
volunteering
at
a
an extended family."
latchkey center. the Head
Zuniga said the organization provides a support system for students Start Program and working with legislative
bodies on fund raisers.
who may not know anyone on campus.
"Active member participation in communiAt this point Lambda Sigma Gamma does
not follow Greek rules or have a house they all ty activities is mandatory," Pena said. it is easilive in. Pena said they have their own constitu- er when everybody helps out." She said it is a
good part of the organization because it gives
tion
"We are happy the way things are right experience in dealing with people and gives
now, she said. "We all spend a lot of time members an chance to learn about the community.
together."
Pena said even though there are many
Lambda Sigma Gamma also tries to be
available to other sororities. Pena said when sororities on campus which focus on specific
the organization first came to SJSU, there ethnic background Lambda Sigma Gamma
were not many minority oriented sororities. still gets a large turnout every year from
She said they opened there doors so minority women who want to join their organization.
women would have She said they try not to limit themselves within
somewhere to go.
the confines of their own group.

Journalist grad to talk
Its Jennifer Johnson

66

Var tan Daih Stan %Met

When the t est of the world seems to be
struggling to overcome ethnic boundanrs one
sorority on campus is doing What the can to
break through the stereotypes.
Lambda Sigma Gamma was founded in
Sacramento in 198ti and tame to MSC in
1989. It prides itself on bring a multi, ultural
sorority which invites alIV 5M0111:111 to tom
"We don’t limit ourselves to am ti pc- of
woman," Anna Pena said. We respc, t their
culture."
The main difference between Lambda
Sigma Gamma, according to adviser Lupe
Zuniga is that it is classified as a non traditional sororin because it is a fairly. new organization and is within the state as opposed to
nation mile.
"What it means is that different cultures are
honored." luniga said. She said the membership is educated in what different cultural
events mean. An example is the Cinco de
Mast) Celebration that happens on campus in
’We have our own booth and sell food,"
Pena said. She said even it there is not a celebration, the organization tries to recognize it.

SPARTAN DAILY

limit
ourselves to ally type

Valerie Morris, SOU alunitiae
and award winning journalist will
speak at the 1996 commencement address in ceremonies to
be held at 9:30 am. on May 25, at
Spartan Stadium.
Morris is currently an anchor
for the newly launched CNNfn, a
financial news network for CNN,
based in New York.
Graduating from SISU in 1968
with a degree in journalism,
Morris then went on to attend
Colombia University Graduate
School of journalism on a New
York Times Fellowship and
received her master’s degree in
broadcasting
Morris is a syndicated journalist and three-time California
Emmy Award winner for her
assistance in team news coverage
of news events. Other awards are
the African-American Women of
the Year Award, the American

Women in Radio and Television’s
Outstanding Contribution to
Broad, asting Award, the Award
for Courage from the National
Organization for Women, the
University
State
San Jose
Professional Achievement Award
and two Radio/Television News
Directors Association awards.
Morris started her career in
the Bay Area where she was a
researcher for KRON-TV and
EGO-TV in San Francisco. While
at EGO, she was responsible for
introducing captioned te!
to news reporting in a series on
the hearing impaired and did
some of the signing herself.
Before leaving the area for an
anchor spot with KCBS -TV in
Los Angeles, Morris was the
morning news anchor at KCBS
radio in San Francisco. Later, she
returned to combine anchor
duties with her writing and narrating of "With the Family in
Mind," a radio program committed to doing news and informational stories of, about and for
families. She still hosts the KCBS
radio show.

Thrill rides popping up across country in time for summer
VALENCIA, Calif. (Al’)
Frightful new attractions are popping up across the country this
summer, luring youngsters on
high-speed joyrides and flouting
the fundamental law of the land.
The law of gravity, that is.
A new roller coaster opening

DOG & CAT LOVERS
VS.
ALLERGIES & ASTIINEk
EARN MONEY IN RESEARCH
TIRED OF TAKING ALL THOSE
MEDICINES FOR ALLERGY
RELATED ASTHMA? 11 )On are a
mxv-sitioker, itsing oral or inhaled
steroids and between the ages of 1245 you can earn up to 52,000.00 by
punciisiting in a unique research
sit sb fi irclironic astluna
ally
ii ierapy (linen* avaikil de.

can make a difference.
THE AMERICORPS WAY!

-.-

to

.!

:h,ngs clone,
the rewards
.
:es of others.
- call us today at
c4-1600.7352929 (tt).

Allergy & Asthma
Associates or Santa Clara Valley
Research Center
!Stool park Are, Ste. 6, San Jose

1 -800-74-ASTHMA
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500 X4reme Fun
College Incentive
Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care’

June 1 at Six Flags Ni.,gic
Mountain is designed to lit c.d., the
100 mph barrier for the first time.
The ride, called Superman the
Escape, propels riders from a
standstill to 100 mph in seven seconds up a 4I5-foot tower, where
they float in zero gravity until they
drop backward.
That happens at 100 mph, too.
Weightlessness lasts about 6.5 seconds, another record, the park
says.
But Superman isn’t the season’s
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Rich Bergin’s

Sok & Rose
Presenrs
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MAY16
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If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.,

the views spectacular.
Sonic people squeeze their eyes
shut on The Big Shot. It shoots riders 160 feet tip toward the top of
tower. then drops them back to
the 92I -foot
Supennan and Big Shot use new
"Star Wars" military technology.
Electromagnetic propulsion has
already replaced chains and
motors at rides in Mexico City,
Kentucky Kingdom in Louisville
and Wisconsin Dells. Other such
rides are opening at Worlds of Fun
in Kansas City, Mo.; Universal
Studios Florida; and Dreamland,
near Sydney, Australia, Ruben said.
Promoters in the hype-happy
amusement business have been
bragging about 100 mph coasters
since the 1920s. But that was
before radar guns and truth-inadvertising laws. Actually, 82
mph is the record right now,
claimed jointly by the Desperado
at Buffalo Bill’s Casino in
Stateline, Nev., and the Steel
Phantom in Kennywood, outside
Pittsburgh. Also in the works is
the new tallest standup coaster
(no seats): the I45-foot high
Mantis at Six Flags at Gurnee ,

$$
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No regrets: Professor’s life devoted to music
Becki Bell

Ian I ie discovered the saxophone by
at Mint.
"I wanted to play the instrument that
Benny Goodman played, and I thought it
was called a saxophone," Trimble remembered (Benny Goodman played the clarinet). "Then when I went to the store ...
was crestfallen. They brought this dirty old
saxophone that smelled like the Russian
army used it for a urinal ... I was so embarrassed, I didn’t want to admit that I was a
fool and had the wrong name so I said
’OK, I’ll take it,’ and I loved it."
Ever since, Trimble has never regretted
his decision. He is now not simply a saxophone instructor, but also a published
musician. Trimble’s compact disc "Duo for
Saxophone and Composer," is currently
available in many local record stores, and
has earned him the attention of such
media organizations as KUSP in Santa
Cruz. KADA’ in San Francisco and CNN.
Part of the album’s appeal is its uniqueness among other contemporary musical
works. The album was created with Daniel

Spartan Da* Stan

Professor William Trimble said he could
have been rich. Instead, he chose to follow
his art; a decision that rarely makes millionaires, but he at knowledged instead
that there is "more to life" than monetary
accomplishments.
"How many rich people do we know
who are happy?" Trimble said. "We look at
the faces of ... the people on their yachts,
and they look miserable."
As a long-time saxophone and jazz history instructor at SJSU. Trimble said he
has never regretted his decision to pursue
a career as a musician. "Being a musician
is probably the most enjoyable way to live I
can ever possibly imagine," he said. "It’s
like having an occupation where you play
all the time ... the basis of our work is play;
it’s like being a child. It’s retaining that
childish ability to use your imagination."
Born in northern Idaho, Trimble
moved to the Bay Area at age 5. Four years

Wyman, who is a professor of composition as
SJSU and operates the
recording studio in the
school of music. The
album’s
uniqueness
comes from the instinct
in which it was created;
Trimble’s performance
in the studio was entirely
improvised, and then
electronically sampled by
Wyman.
"He made compositions out of my saxophone sounds and different effects that I would
explained.
record,"
Trimble
"Improvisation was the key; it was the key
that opened the door, and then Dan decorated the inside of the house."
Triiiible said that his inspiration for the
album came while he was in the Sierras,
and has a lot to do with his views on
humankind’s relationship with the envi-
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ronment. "There’s a
certain calming meditative qualm about it
that I like; also a sense
of urgency an that I’m
trying to interface
with nature as much
as possible when I’m
Wdlimn Trimble playing."
Trimble’s contriSOU Professor
bution to SJSU comes
not just from his outside accomplishments
as a musician, but also
from his innovations
in SJSU curriculum.
Trimble was the first
saxophone major at the university and
helped the program earn approval in
1938. He also teaches a course called "Jazz
in America," which he describes as a "survey-course" in Jazz history. Jazz. Trimble
said, is the only cultural advancement that
this country has given to the world.
"It’s important to acquaint especially

How many rich
people do we know
who are happy?
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African -American students with their culture," he said. It’s amazing how few
African-Americans are aware of this part of
their heritage, and that they were responsible for this gift to the world."
Music, Trimble said, is an important cultural element not simply because of its historical impact but also because of its spiritual nature. "Music is the language of the
spirit." he said, "and it interfaces the higher mind function with the spirit level ... I
think music is important in everybody’s
life just to leave the world and the cage of
verbal ideas and go into the filed and
open space of pure feeling and pure
expression."
During his lifelong dedication to musical expression. Trimble played with such
greats as Dizzy Gillespie, Mel Torme and
Ella Fitzgerald. Currently, he plays as an
"on-call" musician for both the San Jose
and San Francisco Symphonies.
"I’m sort of like the saxophone mercenary," he said.

Allergies: Seasonal suffering plagues students
By Becki Bell

66

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Blame it on the winds, this year’s late cold-spell or
the really unfortunate set of genetics that is at least
partially responsible for so much seasonal suffering, it
seems like just about everyone has spent the last
month with bloodshot eyes and a perpetually stuffy
nose.
"It’s not quite an all-time bad but it’s one of the
worst," Dr. Hase Rodenbaugh, the Spartan Health
Center’s resident allergist said of the particularly
nasty allergy season San Jose is experiencing.
"I’ve actually got (patients) who are so miserable
they’re not going to be able to study," he said.
"They’re going to flunk out of school and they’ve got
to get relief."
Rodenbaugh’s words are no exaggeration, either.
All over town, pharmacists are experiencing a booming demand for antihistamines, decongestants and
various other prescription and non-prescription allergy remedies.
A Longs Drugs pharmacist said he has seen a 20
percent increase in drug sales over what he saw last
year, and that some drugs such as non-prescription
eye-drops are so popular that the manufacturer can’t
keep up with the demand. "Our business right now is
above winter-time levels, which is typically our busiest
season," he said. "What’s accounting for that is strictly
the allergies."
Rodenbaugh blames the intensity of the season on
the timing of the weather.
"What’s happened was that we had a cold spell, and
normally the trees get through pollinating before the
grasses really peak," he explained. Instead of the
usual pattern, the grasses and the trees are all blooming at the same time, causing what Rodenbaugh said
is a shorter but more intense allergy season.
The good news is, he added, that the worst part

MACTARNAHAN.S

The sneezing is the worst part
because I’ll sneeze for five
minutes and it’ll get so annoying
that my eyes will start watering.
Drew Fogg
SOD senior

should be over in about two weeks.
The drugs that people are buying in their frantic
pursuit of relief often present entirely new problems;
especially for students who rely on the ability to stay
alert during finals week.
Over-the-counter drugs often cause drowsiness,
and non-drowsy formulas may not always work the
way they are supposed to.
*The non-drowsy ones ... are generally not antihistam iiies." said Longs’ pharmacist. "They are decongestail is al icl they generally don’t provide much relief for
people with allergies; they are for people with colds."
The alternative is the use of prescription medication such as Seldane and Claritin; two of the most
commonly prescribed remedies.
Although both medications are non -drowsy, the
drawback is that they are usually veil expensive, and
for some people, they simply do not work.
The third alternative is an allergy shot, which
comes in two varieties; the inexpensive Cortisone shot
and the more expensive type, which is aimed at

attacking the patient’s specific allergy. Cortisone is a
steroid, which is often enough to scare off potential
users, but Rodenbaugh said that in moderation, the
drug’s effects are rarely less-than-positive. "I think it’s
a good treatment provided that you limit it to one a
year," he said, "It takes effect the next day, it’s at full
swing in two days and it lasts about four weeks."
For patients who prefer to bypass the Cortisone
shot, the drug is also available in a nasal spray; an
alternative preferred by Drew Fogg, an SJSU senior in
the biology department who said he suffers from
allergies during most of the year. "The sneezing is the
worst part," he said, "because I’ll sneeze for five minutes and it’ll get so annoying that my eyes will start
watering." Fogg said this is the second spring season
he has been using the Cortisone spray. Though the
product leaves him with a dry nose, he said that it’s
effectiveness is worth the minor inconvenience.
Fogg started using the Cortisone spray after having
little luck with Seldane and a number of over-thecounter remedies. Like so many others, Fogg said the
non-prescription pills made him so drowsy that they
interfered with his daily activities. "Besides, I like to
drink and operate heavy machinery," he added.
For allergy sufferers who prefer not to use a steroid
to combat their affliction, the Spartan Health Center
offers a discounted series of tests that will isolate the
specific allergens that are causing a reaction in individual people. The tests are then followed by a succession of shots.
"What we do is we give shots over the course of
year, gradually increasing someone’s tolerance to
pollen ..." Rodenbaugh explained. "Starting slavery
dilute amount and building it up until your body can
tolerate a relatively high amount.
Holistic-health enthusiasts recommend bee-pollen,

I’ve actually got (patients)
who are so miserable they’re not
going to be able to study.
They’re going to flunk out of
school and they’ve got to get
relief.
Dr. Hase Rodenbatigh
Spartan Health Center resident allergist

a premise they say works in the same way as the series
of shots offered by the health center. The pollen
should be purchased in the local area and taken each
day for several months prior to the season, a practice
that is believed to build tolerance to the allergens that
occur in the area.
Regardless of the route individuals choose to pursue, allergy sufferers can at least find comfort that
they are not alone. For people who have never experienced hay-fever, however, the temptation to comment
on the appearance of someone’s reddened eyes or
their own feelings of allergy-free good-fortune can be
almost as irritating as the pollen itself.
Fogg said he is tired of people mistaking his itchy
eyes for the effects of marijuana, but he dismisses the
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ANALYSIS
By Becks Bell
Spartan Dm/. Sufi

NM.,

Yet another tel in paper season is
forcing San Jose State l’itiversity
students into the hbrarv. By the
time we are finished hunting down
books that aren’t on the shelf,
checking out magazines that are
missing pertinent pages and digging through vast volumes of
information in search of that one
small fact, many of us %ill t all the
library a curse rather than the
research assistant it is supposed tel
be.
Luckik we live in an age of transition. The research tool of the
future is no longer a physical
library; it is an electronic one.
Unfortunately, although many
students have modems and
Internet connections they may not
necessarily have the knowledge it

San Jose State Univentity

How to do your term paper via the ’Net
takes to find exactiv what they are
looking for With the right information, hiss’, ever, the World Wide
Web and various other Intel net
services can be faster, more efficient and much less frustrating
than a trip to the library.
Even if sou have a modem but
you hasen’t branched out into the
mildly confusing World Wide Web.
it’s probably a pretty safe bet that
you ye at least tried America
Online. Though it’s certainly not
my first choice for intensive
research, even a notice can find
quick access to pretty good information files on America’s most
popular mass-member bulletin board service.
News curThe Sanitise Melt
rently offers a is search service
through A01.. Residents of the
Bay Area can connect to the

-:eSouth County Nissan
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IIi, 5.511 jost

10th Strect

/t400 Stutz Way

Mercinv I s itt hom their welcome sct yen; Just click on "go to
Men cur
:enter " and then locate
the "News lihrtry " ir on. After
that. clicking "s i ilsissic" will get
Still into the I cycarch center,
%%lir! e von are go en the option of
scais fling through the morgue
tiles 01 more than a dozen KnightRidder papers.
Met t or’,
:enter ’s files are
searchable by sear but there’s a
catch: the Mr u s hat ges visitors
per minute, and It’s it cheap. If
You enter the hiss iii between 6
a.m, and ti p.m
charge is

’’U iii t kdays, the

a panitul so tents per

minute.
ii sou wait until the weekend or
is cnings, the charge drops tel IS
vitt, per minute, which can still
add up pretty quickly. especially
when you consider that America
Online continues to charge their
own hourly rate while you do your
research.
The second drawback to the
Mercury Center’s news library is
that topic searches are not very
refinable. The library’s search
engine lets yisitors irarrow a search
by using the word "and" between
search terms, and it allows for an
expanded search by using the
word "or." It also lets you exclude
words by typing "not," hut that is as
far as you cats go. That can be a
problem, since typing "and" will
cause the engine tel return all documents containing those. words,
regardless of whether or not they
were used iri the same context. For
example, a visitor searching for
information on the murder rate in
Seattle might enter "murder rate
and Seattle" and receive a document that uses the phrase "murder
rate" as an analogy and later talks
about the best place to have dinner in Seattle. That kind of broad
retrieval can become obnoxious
very’ quickly, especially when you
are paying a fat 80 cents a minute
for it.
One more tip for using the
Mercury Center; avoid the "all
years" search. Because of the high
volume of members who are on
AOL at any given moment, the system tends to be very slow. A
search through the entire digital
morgue of the Mercury News
requires the system to flip through
a lot of data, and it is most likely to
retorts a very annoying message
that goes something like this: "For

some reiks41,441i.tvia .has

to respond. Bin please continue to
give us your money anywav."
(Note: I added that last part
myself, for dr.unwic effect.)
If you have access ;o the World
Wide Web, you can find an even
broader range of information than
you can in the Merc’s library, and
it’s not nearly so expensive. You
can, by the way, access the Web
from America Online. but I don’t
recommend it because AOL’s
notorious slowness tends to make
research a little cumbersome, and
it is really unnecessary to pay all
those extra hourly fees when a
direct Internet provider can get
you unlimited access for $20 a
month.
For a novice, the Web can seem
a little overwhelming because of
the enormous quantities of information that are available to anyone patient enough to look. The
problem is that most of what is out
there, quite frankly, is total
garbage.
The Web is filled with the homepages of insipid people who, for
some reason, think the rest of us
care how many times they have
been to see Aerosmith. A search
that returns more amateur homepages than substantive information can turn unpleasant very
quickly; so it is essential to understand exactly how to use a search
engine to its maximum potential.
Starting out
’flu. best place for a novice to
begin is at the Infoseek homepage,
located at http://guide.i nfineek. rem/
Infoseek is a very straightforward,
easily refillable engine that can
quickly locate the information you
are looking for.
For example, the person looking for the murder rate in Seattle
is no longer limited to "and" and
"or" searches. The Infoseek
researcher can locate specific
information by typing ("murder
rate" "Seattle"). Phrases are isolated within quotes to indicate that
the words need to be searched
together, and the two phrases are
placed within brackets to indicate
that the search engine should
return only those pages that use
the phrases "murder rate" and
"Seattle" within 100 words of each
other.
Searches can also be refined
with hyphens and plus signs. For
example, if a user wants to search
for information on the murder

has Ist en [hc

Finally, we college students are
very lucky in that we have free
access to a research service that
lawyers often spend a frightening
amount of money on. The service
is called Lexis/Nexis, and it can be
accessed at one of two terminals in
Clark Library. LexisiNexis is an
independent database of newspapers,
magazines
and
other
resources containing the full text
versions of published articles, and
it can be very useful if you understand how it works.
The key to Lexis/Nexis is proper use of the w/ command. The
search engine works somewhat
like the one at the Mercury
Center, but the w/ command
makes Lexis/Nexis 100 times
more efficient than the Merc’s
engine.
For example, that stressed-out
term-paper-writer who is still looking for the murder rate in Seattle
can now eliminate most out-ofcontext returns by telling the system to search for phrases that
appear within a specific number of
words of each other. While
Infoseek will only locate documents that appear within one or
100 words of each other (and
nothing in between), typing "murder rate w/8 Seattle" on the Lexis
system will locate documents that
used those phrases within no more
than eight words of one another.
Additionally, while Infoseek
requires phrases to be isolated
with quotes, Lexis assumes that
adjacent words belong together
and will automatically search all

words in the entry. A Lexis/Nexis
researcher can also use the c
mon "and" and "not" modifiers to
broaden a search, rather than the
+ and - symbols that are used in
the Infoseek engine.
A final note about doing
Internet searches (and this applies
to all three systems discussed in
this article): never be afraid to second guess a topic based on what
you think might have been said
about it.
For example, if you think
Seattle’s murder rate might have
dropped last year, try typing
"Seattle’s murder rate dropped"
and see what you get. Often, such
a specific search will return nothing, hut if you play around with
the phrasing you are likely to
locate what you sir looking for
much more quit kis than you
would if you had to read through
every single document you found.
Tips
I have a few final tips for you:
even if you do not have a modem.
you can access the World Wide
Web at Clark library on the second
floor in the Macintosh area. Also,
if you happen to be online and
you need to use a dictionary, try
into
hooking
rrnu .edu /Web/refrrhi/pi/wrote.
enres. hind That sight has dictionaries, atlas-type services and Internet
resources.
If you don’t find what you need
there, try hitp://unew.lilffary.vanderbiltedu /readyrel htmL There, you
will find a book of quotations, an
area code finder, and an 800 directory, as well as a dictionary and a
number of other online reference
works. Finally, if you’re having
trouble getting on Lexis/Nexis
(the library puts a time limit on
usage) you can find news references at hitp://www. newslink.tffg/.
You have to register, but the service is free and provides over 3,000
links to newsworthy web-sites.
I know you are curious; yes, I
did do a search on "Seattle’s murder rate dropped," and I got a hit
for
kip/Anne. rd. mm/-mikekell/nimrate.html, where I was told that
Seattle’s murder rate dropped by
32 percent during 1995. See? It
does work.

FINALS
ARE OVER

The greatest danger

facing slur

rate in Seattle, but also wants specific information about murder
weaeons, they can type +"murder
rate +"Seattle" guns, knives, "ice
picks". The plus signs indicate that
the engine must return only those
pages that contain "murder rate"
and "Seattle," but the entry also
instructs the engine to search for
guns, luiives and ice picks, though
they are not a requirement. (Note:
do not put a space between the
plus and the word to be searched).
The hyphen works the same way
only with the opposite effect
use a hyphen if you want to
exclude something from your
search. For example, +"murder
rate" +"Seattle" guns, knives, "ice
picks" -restaurants would eliminate
that annoying article about the
best places
Lexis
lacNises to eat in Seattle.
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Olympic synchronized swimming team trains at SJSU
By Lisa Brown
’pert.]

Daily Staff Wricer

As the opening (lay for this summer’s
quad, ennial Olympic Games in Atlanta
aw, nem the anticipation is mountilig.
1 yiry four years athlete’s stories 01 hard
wot k, shear determination, the iron will to
win iind triumph over adversity are recorded that warm the heart and feed the soul.
It is exciting to watch one American
after another receive a medal for excellence in their chosen sport.
Synchronized swimming, an Olympic
event since 1984, is a relatively new sport
to the Olympic games.
Training is rigorous hard work and ten
women, eight swimmers and two alter elates, are dedicated and focused on winning the gold medal for the l’nited States
in Atlanta.
"We are currently the leader in synchronized swimming
(because) we happen
It) have a group ,,t sees outstanding athletes," said Chris (
et «)-head coach of
the luited Stairs ss I iii cii i,ed swimming
( inpic team es I sc ii hletes are tma.
g
at the SJSU Aquani s Facility.
( over said she was selected because of
the athletes she has and continues to pro
duce.
The athletes that she coached in the
solo and duet categories are world champions and the team programs that she
choreographed won the world championships for the last four years, Carver said.
Carver, a coach for 28 years, is also the

Santa Clara Aquamaids head coach ,a io
produced four of the 10 synchronized
swimmers on the Olympic team.
Gail Emil% is the other co-head coach
from the %Catlin’ Creek Aquatints who pro
duced five of the 10 synchronized swimmers on the Olympic team.
Carver said that the American routines
are harder, the women are more athletic
and possess more technical skill.
Evidence to support this assertion lies in
their training regiment.
Cross training, anaerobic and aerobic
workouts in a gym with a trainer, has
become more importuit Carver said.
More facets welt added to their workouts and length of till till has increased,
Carver said.
The training up until the Olympics is
really difficult, said Jill Sudduth, 24, a
member of the Olympic team.
Sudduth described a rigorous schedule
of six days per week :end eight hours a day
as a Santa Clara Aquamaid but now that
schedule is about the same and includes
physical cross training and mental training.
Emily LeSueur, 23, and the only member of the synchronized swim team that is
not from a Bay Area club said, "What we
do is so hard and how we train is incredibly difficult."
The sport is more demanding, maneuvers are more difficult, thus the training
level is more rigorous, LeSueur said.
Improvement is a daily process,
LeSueur said.

We are currently the
leader in synchronized
swimming ... (because)
we happen to have a
grottpOf very outstanding
athletes
co-head coach

Chris Carver
U.S. synchronized swimming
team

"To keep up, you keep improving everything," she said.
LeSueur described a typical day: arrive
at pool at 7 a.m., swim until noon, lunch
from Noon to 1 p.m. and swim from 1
p.m. until 3 p.m.
Three days a week they swim until 1
p.m. and follow it by a polymeuics workout at a Hayward gym, LeSueuer said.
Polymetrics is explosive strength training that involves holding a medicine ball
while performing squats, squat jumps and
ball push ups, LeSueur said.
Sudduth said Duke Zelinski, a performance expert, works with them to prepare

for the emotional demands of Olympic would all be driving each other insane,"
participation.
Sudduth said.
"His whole focus is (on) how we feel at
LeSueuer said the team gets along well
the games and just the preparation for with each other because the lesel of trainthe actual Olympics. Until I get there, I ing intensity that they share bonds them
won’t actually know if (his training)
together.
worked," Sudduth said.
Sudduth said that her family who lives
Carver, Sudduth and LeSueur all said in Morgan Hill is really supportive. and
that the closest competition for the gold understands the demanding schedule,
is Canada, Japan and Russia respectively.
even though they would welcome daily vis"We all are worried about the its.
Most of Sudduth ’s free time is spent
Canadians, but I always think about the
Japanese and the Russians because we with Jason Smith, an environmental studdon’t think about them that much," she ies student at SJSU, who makes pool side
said.
visits on Tuesdays, or other close swimSudduth said she is worried about the ming friends.
"It’s difficult to have a social life," she
American superiority complex that says
"We’re definitely better than them," but said.
actually
be
very
good.
may
LeSueur said, "This year is actually a lot
"they"
She said she knows that the Canadians easier than last year after making the
have never trained together for long peri- Olympic team."
ods of time, but the 1996 Canadian team
This year her husband, Ben, moved to
started training in October, one month the Bay Area from Mesa, Ariz., during her
before the American team began.
Olympic training after spending seven
"We know they are done with their rou- months apart last year for national competine but we also know that they have a ten- tition training, she said.
dency to not work as hard as us, they don’t
It has been said that "if you can believe
put in as (many) hours," Sudduth said.
it, you can achieve it."
These women don’t just believe, they
Sudduth said the Canadian disadvantage is that the team has lived together know.
since October.
"I’ll do it better," said a synchronized
Conversely, the strength of the swim team member after unsuccessfully
American team is that they do not live attempting to balance an aquatic lift.
That phrase best portrays the level of
together and can spend precious little free
time with either boyfriends, spouses or dedication that all of these women possess
. as they train for competition.
family.
"If we couldn’t get away, I’m sure we

Cross country team excels in studies
By Jennifer Johnson
sparcan Mak Sufi Wrner
:cc’s,. Country team tan
SIM ’’s We
ana i cad os Cs is tic sc’S tin lh clime in the.
nation fin ac Atm’, s in its succinil sear.
With ail average ;I’A of 3.41 ottt of 13
We cintill MI the team, Lina Hoffman, a sophomote. and Theresa Nguyen, a graduating
senie cr. led the way with CPA’s of 4.0 last
Stiller ’skin

"I try to stay ahead of things," Hoffman
said. According to her the key for her is to
not miss any classes and to read all assigned
materials.
"I know it’s my own fault ill don’t do better," she said. lioffman also won a special
award for haying the best CPA out of all the
SJSU athletes.

For Nginen. it was cross coolie: \ that
helped her fin is mid the earls’ prat Ili is that
left the day open 1,1i S, ccci, Ilus was no simple task consuleriiig she anted 18 units last
Fall, worked abt nit 1 ’2 hours per week and
ran about 20 hem s per week, including the
meets.
The team spends a lot of time together
outside of the competitive season.
"We are ,r.cll i lose," Hoffman said. "We
have similar ge us cud perspectives."
One thing I>, ciii women agree on is the
tremendous amount of support the team
gets from each other for academics and athletics.
"There should be a sense of competition
but I don’t think there is," Nguyen said. "We
are alw. ivs t ccciiig for each other."

Cross Country Coach Angie Argabright
said the team ranked number one out of all
athletics at SJSU. He said cross country and
academics go hand in hand because they are
both things you have to work for to achieve.
"You have to be highly dedicated to be successful," Argabright said. It all goes together."
Hoffman said she believes academics and
cross country are synonymous.
"Sometimes you don’t want to run. It’s the
same thing for studying," Hoffman said.
"Studying is an endurance thing."
Argabright said when he looks for recruits,
grades are part of the package because academics are important. He said the women are
achievers and will be successful at anything
they do in life.

Gooden throws no-hitter
NEW YORK (AP) Dwight Gooden, his career considered over after a
drug ban last year and a rough start this season, pitched a no-hitter Tuesday
night as the New York Yankees defeated the Seattle Mariners 2-0.
Gooden (2-3), who returned to the major leagues after being banned for
the final six weeks of the 1994 season and for all of 1995 after testing positive for cocaine, pitched the first no-hitter of his big league career.
He extended his hitless streak to 16 innings, struck out five and walked
six. In his previous start, last Wednesday against Detroit, he got his first win
in nearly two years. He called that victory "the sweetest of my
career."Mizing his fastball and curve, Gooden kept the Mariners off balance. The crowd was on its feet during the entire ninth, when Goodell
zoomed in on the feat.
He walked leadoff Alex Rodriguez, then got help from first baseman
Tino Martinez. The ex-Mariner, traded to New York last December, took
Ken Griffey Jr.’s slow roller and dived to the bag just in time to beat Griffey.
Pitching coach Mel Stottlemyre paid a visit to the mound, and Gooden
fanned Buhner on a 2-2 pitch.
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Get your Math, Science, English 6 History requirements taken care of at San Jose
City College. We’ve got the classes you need, and you’ll actually be able to get into them.
Call for your Summer Schedule. But hurry. Classes start June 17.

288-3700

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
PARTIAL LIST OF
COURSES:

A. uunting
Administration of Justice
Art
Astronomy
Athletics 6 Physical Ed

Biology
Chemistry
Child C Family Studies
Computer Information
Systems

Concern elan Technology
Dental Assisting
Disabled Students
Program
Economics

Electronics E Compute.
Technology
English
English as a Second
Language

English Learning SI ills
Health Science
History
Humanities

Machine Technology

II athematics
Music
Natural Science
Philosophy
Physics

Political Science
Psychology
Social Science
Sociology
Speech
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The end of an era

Briefs
Golf
The top ranked SJSU
women’s golf team is
preparing for the
NCAA championships
beginning on May 22
The men’s golf team
begins play tomorrow
in the NCAA West
Regional Tournament
at Stanford University.
See gore, potiles
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Former SJSU golfer Lisa Walton tees off as Coach
durino the championship season of 1992.

Mark Gale and
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former Spartan and current LPGA player Tracy Hanson follow the balls flight. This photo was taken

Gale retires while in search of fourth title
By Michael Barton

fkg West
Champon
Arron
()handset
will lead

Sparuin Dail, sum Writer

the
Spatans
i
Pate AttC)

WAC
This is the final issue of
the Spartan Daily
before the entire SJSU
sports program enters
the Western Athletic
Conference. Football,
men’s and women’s
soccer, women’s cross
country, women’s vol
leyball and men’s and
women’s golf begin as
soon as the semester
begins.

I. Mai k Galt., the man at the helm
of womei Cs golf. the winningest team in
du. N( \ \ It SIM... has announced the
end otiii<la.
Ili. own.
...le’s 19-year reign as head of the
spailan women’s golf team saw three
national ) hampionships and may see a
fool iti this Neat. This leileS team
int hides, 1.,1 the IT St time, the No. 1, No.
2 and N..Ii rank). 1 goiter, in the coontr ,is ’sill as lilt
ing al.crage as
11,1i0.11
a team
the national champi"If the%
onship, (this our team) will go down in my mind
as the best team in the histor’. id S1St ()ale said.
"II \ 1,11 pill :ill that together, no other
11,101 dus scat ii) the country has done
that, and not stirs iti,uis in the past."
\\hat ISIS the secret of his success?

"Takitig care of people and treating them
like adults," he said. His motto: "If you
stop getting better, you stop being good."
He said he won’t let that happen even
if he is not head coach. "I want to retire,
hut I want things to continue like I want
them to continue," he said with a chuckle. "I’ve given my very best and I think
(the team) can improve." The athletic
department is currently searching for a
new coach to replace Gale, and he will be
on the search committee.
Gale’s retirement announcement May
6 was not his first. His previous retirement lasted one day, following a speech
including two words: "I quit," he recalled.
He made the announcement in 1987 following his first NCAA title. He said at the
time he had reached the zenith of his
career as a coach and would enter the
private world. He reconsidered.
This time he will step down as head
coach, but remain in a "consulting
phase" with the athletic department.
Seven former golfers from SJSU dur-

log the "Gale era", including Juli Inkster
(1979-1982), Pat Hurst (1988-1991),
Patty Sheehan (1980), Dana Lofland
Dormann (1985-1988), Tracy Hanson
(1990-1993), Dina Ammaccapane (19891990) and Denise Philbrick (1988-1989)
are all current members of the LPGA
Tour.
Gale said he never took much of a
coaching role at SJSU, but focused on
recruitment and offering players the
resources and opportunities they needed
to play their best.
Of all his years at SJSU, Gale said his
most memorable season was in 1980,
when Inkster and Sheehan, now members of the LPGA Hall of Fame, were on
the same team. That’s when he learned
to get out of the way of great players.
Gale, a 65-year-old grandfather of nine
and father of five, said he plans to use
some of his newly found free time to
spend time with his family. "There are
times that grandparent’s should be there.
and coach’s times interfere," he said.

BOUND AND GAGGED

He also plans to do more golfing himself, with his two sons.
Traveling the world may also be on his
retirement calender, because his wife has
been anxious for sojourning, he said and
his schedule hasn’t allowed it. "We’ll do
some things that my wife would like to do
other than what I want to do."
Gale came to SJSU as a retired colonel
of 26 years in the U.S Air Force, where he
headed the aerospace studies department in 1973. He began acting as an
assistant to the men’s golf team in 1976
before taking over the women’s program
in 1976.
Accomplishments
Won the NCAA Championship in
1987,1989 and 1992.
Finished fourth or better in the
nation every year since 1987.
Ten straight Big West Championships

BY DANA SUMMERS
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The SPARTAN DAILY
SKILLS INSTRUCTOR
makes no claim for products or fralependent La ng Se us to
services advertised below nor is Developmentally Disabled Adults
there any guarantee knelled. The in the Community. Must have the
ciassilled cottons of the Sortie desire to impart knowledge and
Deity consist of paid advertising develop worh,li re,a,unsmos
and offerings are not approved or Spa, X 5,Dmix l p,..iro-1C.I,
verified by the newspaper
to Start. wIn
2030/rvs per v.- Ceii 24E54464

EMPLOYMENT

DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is eateclirfi
applications for Fall ’96 semester.
HOURS: 7am 9am.
DAYS: Monday - Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newsraPers
into the campus recycling bins.
CA License & DMV printout is
required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hail,
Room. 203, now through May 12.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for cancer prevention: Fight
corporate pollution. Community
outreach. Eves. Advancement.
Training. Silicon Valley Toxics
Coalition. 408288-7882, 1-4pm.
BOX OFFICE *ashlers/ticket
sellers: flexible hours, $5.50/hr.
for more info, call 408.9246360
or pick up application at Event
Center Administration Cffice.
TEACHERS Mead’
Teachers for 210 yr olds at Sc.
play centers. Min. 6 ECE req’d.
Flex hours. Day.Eve.Weekend.
KidsPark:
Valley Fair 985.2599
Oakncge Mall. 281-8880
Fremont. 510792.9997.
PIZZA A GO GO hiring now for
summer. Drivers/Counter/Cook.
Totally flexible hours. Really good
pay. Fun place too! See Tim at
117 E. San Carlos.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden State T’s, a leading
sportswear distributor, seeks a
Warehouse Team Player. Position
available immediately.
Pull orders
Stock inventory
Unload trucks
Assist will.call customers
Monday-Friday
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly
appreciates its staff. Apply in
person between 8am & 5:30pm.
Golden State Ts
2110 Zanker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
At the corner of Cheroot and
Zenker n the back row of bullrings.
PAID ROOMMATE: Live with
developmentally disabled adult.
Free rent in exchange for evening
assistance. Call Greater Opportunities at 248.4464.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Looking for young energetic people.
Servers (21 or older), bussers.
host. Flexible hours. Fun people.
Apply in person, 51 N. San Rat, SE.
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has
openings on Tues. and Wed.
mornings. Shifts are eight hours
and begin at 5am. Send resume
or call 356-2136.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for Fitness
Center, Front Desk & Childcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department. Apply in person
356-2136.
SECRETARY, PIT. flexible hours
Responsible. organized person for
small engineering office. Typ.ng,
filing, light accounting. tV--.
bookkeeo rg. COmpute
helpful. Good grammar es
58/hour Cal Deb’
408/257 0252, or FAX rt., _
asap to 408/257,9102
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of S i. $9.52/hr,
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298.7020. or call
for more info. 277-3208.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS -- Family
health club in Los Gatos is
seeking experienced swim
instructors for immediate
openings. NISI or YMCA inst.
certification. CPR. First Aid. &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Call 356-2136 for info.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS! Staff
needed for Gal Scout resident camps
in Santa Cruz Mtns. and day camp
in San Jose: Counselors. Horseback
Riding Instructors, Maintenance.
Cooks, and Lifeguards. Call 408287- 4170 fa rare rfo.

mons NEEDED Paid Internsiaos
Part-time spring with possib,y full
time summer.Call415949.2-16
HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24 Aug. 16. Saiary $te 00
per hr. Call Los Gatos.Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 354-8700 x26
Associated Students Campus
Recreation LIFEGUARD WANTED
$10 per hour, 3 hours per week.
Call 924-6217.
SUMMER NANNY
Need responsible person to care
for 2 children. ages 2 1/2 & 4 1/2.
in our home for the summer 6-8
hours a day. Must speak fluent
English, have car and references
& experience. Call 408.298.7531.
Mrs. Wannamaker.
FULL/PARTMME JOB. Customer
service representative needed for a
comm. co. in north San Jose. Good
phone skills. Flex hrs. $6+/hr. neg.
Call 800946-8899 fa mae info.
635,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800.898.9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to 52.000+/month World travel
Seasonal & full tree positrons. No
asp necessary. For info call 1 206
971-3550 eat C60416

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time. arn/pM shifts, flex hours.
MorsFri, Serving Downtown San
Jose Inner City Express, 22 West
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in
perser 7:30am 6prn

MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
VOLUNTEERS
We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average RESEARCH STUDY WANTED.
income. Parttime. Full-time. Voiunteers to test a new product
4089881760.
VolunteerS Ceid $20. Cheraraix is a
mortal co ladled n Savyvaie. CA.
PART-TIME PROGRAMMER
which develops horse-use medical
bDepeverloinp pf raosrictaelen apPhb.uocra iaotna. =Oats. Well be Perfarong a study
to ealuate a croact closeted to help
bases helpful Fax resume. ZDS mope ser JOYS. We **Jo lee you to
415968-4E37. Nee@ZDSI corn
come to a nearby testing location &
hell) us test the usabily of Me new
TELEMARKETING
paw. YOU VAII be at the teSteg site
Sea Cal.’’S Lest newspapers. for about 45 minutes total, including
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9
-prim answering questions. This study win
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. ide On one day during the week of
Near Light Rail, Transit.
5/20/96. You must be able to reed &
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. sceak Engel well. You must rot nam
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
soled n a laboratory professionally.
Downtown
408-494-0200 For information or to volunteer,
Campbell
408.3642700 please call the study coordinator
Office positions also available. at 4087738156.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
red. A private club .5 looking
’ esponsible, qualified swim
structors and lifeguards. The
v - tf primary responsibility of the
CASHIERS NEEDLE)
.
w%()
fernodele
instruCtor is to teach group swim
locations
lesson for ages 6 months & up The
Pleasecall 29r.
. y-0337. primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
VALET PARKERS
T grits & in the pool area and to uphold the
es in club rules. Previous experience is
weekends re,
,
,
Los Goer,
preferred, however not required.
.
.
.
year cuii, ,
All employees must be certified
in First Aid. CPR, and Lifeguarding.
well grow-rec, and professional Instructors must be WSI certified.
attitude only 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr. Salary is cased upon experience,
r tips. Call Mike. 415/5481747. starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
range from 8:30am to 9:000m Day Camp, Spats Camp& Specialty
daily. Call 249.5699.
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
Camp Drecta & Leader applications
Santa Clara based printing and
being accepted at the Central
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
packagjrg co. seeks bognt energetic
YMCA. Applicants must be enerFull tin e summer J00, must like getic, enjoy working outdoors.
CSR Mien our we’’ team. Clients
nclude Sega, LucasArts. etc. BA/BS working with people, be over 18 have previous experience working
in field related to tainting industry. wan goon i-ealth and clean DMV with youth & have the ability to
related exp, highly proficient on i-ar
408-971.7577
lead a variety of camp activities.
(Word. Doe) req. Salary COmmm.
For an application or more info.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES n contact the YMCA at 298-17170r
surate with related Course vr,
experience, plus xint bene’
anications marketing. stop by 1717 The Alameda, Santee,
oda% letter. resu m e 40872
, otivated people move
e
quickly in this exciting NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posinetwork marketing approach. Join Sons are now available at National
FUNLOVING, OUTGOING
dependable person needed the fastest growing industry. If you Parks, Forests & WJdSfe Preserves.
for photographmg evening are serious about your future you Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
social events. No exp. nec. need to check this out! Call John 1-208971.36200a N60413.
at 800266-6245 ext. 33422.
57.00+/hr 1 800-872.7892
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
POOL MANAGER:
TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT and rewarding job? Become a
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 - for FREE! Teach English in Japan. teacher Or a SubSitute for our
$13 00 Cali Los GatosSaratoga For interview FAX resume to school -age day care program.
Recreation, Dept. tE48700n26. 510-7271139. Salary- $30K. These are great positions for
http://www.trendjapan.com .
students. Most teacher positions
SHERATON SAN JOSE
are afternoons. WE. Substitute
is now seeking candidates
ARTS 8 CRAFTS FIRM needs positions are perfect for those
for the following positions:
people. Varied duties, semi -fun who have only one or two afterjob. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac noons available. Units in ECE,
FRONT DESK:
Tutor 8, someone familiar with silk Rec. Psy, Soc. or Ed are required.
Guest Service Agent
PBx Operator
Please call Small World Schools
,,,ver-,g, Bob. 984-4020.
Be" Person
at 408,379-3200 ext. 21.
HOUSEKEEPING:
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to
Guest Room Attendant
SJSU needs general help. FT/PT BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
House Person
flextime. Good job. Ed, 2933763, Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
*FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
Students needed in the immediate
Apply in Person:
JOBS JOBS JOBS
aren. Full-time/part-time openings.
1801 Barber DI, Milpitas.
Borg-S’, .
’
ar-ace
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
Job Honne 9430600. ext. 151,
FLEXIBLE HOURS
International Bartenders School.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
FT/PT Weekends only
57 59
1140,000/YR INCOME
WANTED- BAND 8 ORCHESTRA
Unar,ed
es
potential. Home Typists/PC
Instranent Saaisper,ion.
Prestglo .users. Toll Free 1.800-898Medical be, i
someone wutr, retail experience.
9778 Ext. 7-2236 for listings.
Training/Uniforms
knowledge of band & orchestra
led
NtItary expenera.t a as
instruments. Bilingual a M.A. Coll
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
The Starving Musician 554-9041
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE FT/PT positions with infants.
1.800385.9419
toddlers. preschool & school age.
TEACHERS/AIDES Fub ,me and
or aPPY in person
Great advancement and growth
part time positions anjil. nimed, 59; W. Hamilton @ San Tomas Exp. opportunity. Gad benefits. Immed.
for two pre-schools in Sours 3.4h
Campbell, CA (408; 378-9760
openings ECE + exper. preferred.
Jose area. Teachers. Child Center eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. Call Action Day Nurseries,
permit preferred & 12 units ECE
408.996-1437.
required. Aides: units not req. Call COLLEGE STUDENT ’TO DO" LIST
_Register for class _Roommate YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Growth & Opportunity 7791943.
_Piece to love _Student loan _Buy FT/PT Scroolage childcare (6+ ECE)
DAY CAMP STAFF NEEDED- Gel books _"’FlND A JOBIl _Strike preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking
Scout summer day camp in San up a conversation with that nice for fun creative people who are
Jose. Program focuses on cuttural looking person I met at registration. willing to make a difference.
We can’t help you wan every- Summer opportunity also availSharing and the environment. Low
ratios. supportive atmosphere thing but we may be able to help able (childcare, camp. aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
and a variety of camp activities. you with a job.
Would you like a position that at 408370.1877.
Competitive Salary. For more info
will =raiment WU class schedule?
call 408-287 4170.
POStOnS available rrougpout Sari
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
THE INFORMATION CENTER in )05e. ’,into Clara. Fremont & MlIpaas.
VANGUARD
Ye Student Union is row accepting
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
applications for employment.
SECURITY SERVICES
Too many benefits to list!
Apply al-F Sam-Sprn.
Positions will begin Aug. 12, 1996.
Dcy, Swing Grave Shifts. F/T &P/T.
3212
6ccirt
Bind
Santa
Cara
Union
the
Student
Calla
appy en person NtesSun 7-7.
Please contact
S.c Tor-,s
408.2865880.5550 Niarefen Ave.
Director’s Office 9am to Ecv ’.1r
or call 9246310.
awn. Sal Cate ad Patelloo.
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOW!
band re Cad ad Patty Store.
5 ear,r,e, $:50 up to
TEACHERS & AIDS WaNT ro .
$4.
ai-ek. Jobs filled on first ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
Fyn f
I rst serve basis. Call 5 FT/PT positions available now!
co
408249-8446.
Rapid advancement! Training
and schwa year F oat, e
provided People personality
1 block from SJSU Ca I now!
2780858. Horace Man School TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS preferred. Call for interview.
Elem school-age recreation prog.. 408.244-4097.
Age Child Development Center.
PT from 2-6pm. M-F during the
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
SECURITY nn PT WILL TRAIN. school year. turns into F/T (or P/T)
.
i tetrate
-g sum-. camp prog. XInt. sal. ru, .
L.Ux Gato5, Srtga. Rec Dept. cal,
Janet at 354-8700523 (Not arm: to conceive. Can you help/
AR speaiLittsts
ye"’ Cali for summer em
Ages 21.30, healthy and
DANCL
- ric
Cam p leaders). responsible. Generous stipend
needeu
and expenses paid. Please cal
3701E7
A .
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
son at
Sports Instructor. Lifeguards.
Quito Rd Saratoga.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards, DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
TEACHER: Before 1k After School Swim Instructors, Camo Counselor.. Our 129 year-old publishing comProgram. Fir. Paid medical, and Sports Camp Instructors. pany, Southwestem, is looking to
dental & vacation. ECE Or Rec. Accepting applications at the select 810 students 90111 SJSU
units required. Resume to: South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 to work in our summer program.
Frederick Ferrer. @ Gardner Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose. CA. Average profit from summer work:
55466. For interview information
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
call (408)241-9903.
San Jose, CA 95125. TOE
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Temporary Permanent
Part -Time
41750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
Must be dependable & nave own We are a small agency with big mailing our circulars. For info cail
1-301-306-1207.
transportation. Enjoy flexible flours contacts! Come in today, bring
by working around your schedule. your resume & tell us about yourLearn new skills. Benefits and self We want to get to know you!
INSURANCE
advancement opportuniUes. AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
Administrative Assistant
Please call Washington Inventory
*Clerical
AUTO INSURANCE
Service at 408/294,8196.
Campus Insurance Service
Customer Service
Receptionist
Special
Student Programs
INSTRUCTOR:
SAFETY
WATER
Accounting
June’ 24 Aug. 16. Salary $7 44
Serving SJSU for 20 years
*
Tech
Suoport
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
$9.04 /hr. Cal Los Gatos-Saratoga
Sales/Marketing
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
Recreation Dept.. 354’8700v26.
Were here to help you!
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Call Today
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
CAREER RESOURCES
CALL TODAY 296.5270
1c) 5120/week!
FREE QUOTE
Personnel Service
Become a Sperm Donor
NO HASSLE
869 El Camino Real
Healthy males. 1834 years old.
Menlo Park
NO OBUGATIONN
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
so open Saturdays 9-2.
Contact California Cryobank (415) 328-6687 (415) 328-4526
415-324 1900, M.F. 8-5pm.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Ad Rates:

"
Two
Days
7

LOST & FOUND
LOST SEEING GLASSES in black
leather case. If found, please call
pgr. 4084884046. Reward.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST RPCIRAKIEIt Rase $500 in 5
dam-Greeks, Groux. DLLs, mouvataa
individuals. Fast. easy- No financial
obligation. 1-800862-1982 ext.33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-6553225.

CAMPUS CLUBS

Day
i
C

Four
Days
CII
$12
$13
$14

r

WORD PROCESSING
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professiore. Word Process,rg’
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Protects, Resumes, Letters.
Mamma as. etc WordPedect 5.1,
HP Laser II N. formats, specializing
in APA Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service To avoid disappointment
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 2472681 Illtern-80m,

TRAVEL
EUROPE $269.
Be a little flexible and save Eft
We’ll help yew beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide
AIRINTC141100397-10911
a,mgcr.:Jmetcom corn
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayyvard’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.

SPORTS/THRILLS
Hs% PURE ADRENALINE!
There us nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefali, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student named & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634.7575.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest Lip - Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(409) 379-3600.

SERVICES

CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
clean, wet. sae & frvroalty amain
sble adult. $600/mo+dep. Avail 6/1
Single occupancy. 551-553 So. 6th
St 492-8828 or 292-3239. Uoyd.
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
Fun & friendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
Newly furnished rooms
Well-equipped student kitchen
*Computer & study rooms
Laundry room
Parking
For American & International
Students.
Call 924,6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador).
STUDIOS FOR RENT $2911/MO.
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
Rent includes
Across fron SJSU, Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail,
Call Alanc 2866058
Or Powell 297-4823.
2 B)RM. APARTMENT-01100/PAD.
’ Security type building
’ Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
SS WE PAY TOP CASH $S
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1.800-808-8356.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
rendre:led that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
areoupons for discount
mentions or merchandise.

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates,
Call 356-6782.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

CRIME PREVENTION ISFOlavtATON
1-900422-00PS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- mm, (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE CORLINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408683-5723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips. tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-pluccom
Regular email: aci@netcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
WRITING HELP. Fast protess.or
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, applicat
statements, proposals, repo"’.
etc. For more info. please Bol,ck at 510-601-9554.
D
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on Si. Delinquent Tax,
Repos, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1-8006989778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

Greek Messages* _Shareci Housmg*
_Rea Estate
_Events*
_AnnOunCernents _Services*
_Health/BE!
,
_Lost and Found*.
_VOlunteerS.
_SpOnsr^’ ,
_insurance
_For Sale*
__Autos For Sale* _Enterta,,a-!
_Trave
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring
_Wanted*
_Word Process
_Employment
_Schalarshubs
_Opportantes

available for these classitications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
0I3H209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.
SpOCilll student rates

in person in

ilAwasaD111ffiliatr4sioNarr
wordprocessing arc typing.
Academic/Bus work accepted
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab.
Expert in APA format trari es)
WP5.1/6.0 Laser Printer Fax
7 Days a Week 7:00am-9:00pm
Suzanne Scott
C 10, 441,3604 on (510)486979e

acti4LAI35411E

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next 1.S.8114
ACROSS
1 Own
5 Go with the MMON MU00 MOMWO
9 Feline sound
MUM OMMEI
DOUDO
13 Purposes
14 Competitor
MUDO UMPIO BOWEN
16 Nursemaid
LIPIL3g1C1110121 lig @FANNIN
17 Neighborhood
11121R3111,1114 MOM
enterprise
@MO CIIIIMOLIEIN
19 Father
elElliii IMINIZIEUZI LICIMIlil
20 Military trim
21 Sign (a check)
MUMM EIUMUO ORM@
23 Hirt and Gore
CROON 01211040 [AMU
24 Actor Ameche
1311010C413110 11110113
25 Stick material/
LIEU IZIE11:110121111
29 Masticate
1:113111111M1 Ii1121121:113000
31 Children’s game
00000 MUMM MOO@
34 Say good-bye
35 Rose’s defense
0121110C121 @PIM Elligiel
36 Tint
MMOMM MNIAD OMUO
37 Pnma donna’s
rage United Futtos sod..
song
38 Acquires
39 Wooden pins
2 Cousin of PDO
33 Artist s plaster
40 Perch
35 Tight
3 Dancer - Ellen
41 Oak’s stem
4 Isaac’s son
38 Pop’s pop
42 Passengers
5 Lavishly
39 Buddy
6 Catalogs
43 Attention -getting
41 Wild duck
shout
7 Eggs
42 Strong point
44 Refreshments
45 Whiskers
8 Corduroy rib
45 Lively Spanish
9 Brick Or stone
46 Field mice
dance
worker
47 Canadian
46 Actor Heflin
10 Arab ruler
doctor
478
Above. poet
11 Rowers
48 Great
4t
laS
Sustains
needs
Lake locale
52 Literary
12 Shout of glee
49 Game on
caricatures
15 Money
horseback
57 Gadget
suppliers
50 Oregon’s
58 ’Midnight ride’
18 Fierce stare
Mount patriot
51 Window
22 -under,
60 African lily
frame
Australia
61 Inquired
25 Clatter
53 - the Ternble
62 Before long
26 Spooky
54 Former
63 Coal scuttles
27 Priest’s flock
Quebec
64 His and premier 28 Peron or
65 Bluebird’s
Gabor
Levesque
residence
29 Jaws
55 God of love
30 Goose’s call
56 Transmitted
DOWN
31 Not here
59 Guitarlike
1 i ,,I,Intir
instrument
32 Benno tool
0

EINEM’

Milli..

ME

408-9244277

Please check /
one classification:
_campus C abs’ _Rental Hoasna

siruscrS COartmat sawst:121
Restrres Tem. Papers
’Letters ’Tact Trenscriptione
20 years wow ence
Low Rates,
408/297 3341

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
group projects. etc Free spelling
and grammar check. Typewrite:
Resumes. Term Papers,
filling
in
available for
forms. Do
Screenplays. APA,
you tape interviews of peopm for
Dictaphone
reports or later reference? If so.
Pickup / Delivery Amiable
I will transcribe your tapes.
Julie 445-0707.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when PROIESSIOILAL Word Processing
schedule permits. Call Anna at Theses, term papers, group
972-4992 from Elam to 7pm.
projects, resumes, mini caret=
cassette transcriptcrt Al formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
CALL MARCIA 266.9443
Word Processing Service/Fax
dependable, quick return.
Edrting/Format Specialist for
Almaden/Branham area.Call
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes Lynda 408-264-4504.
APA Turd:ben MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Wyk/English/History
International Students Wacrione
Close to SJSU Campus.
FREE MONEY Far Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Science & English papers/theses Scholarship Resource Services.
our specialty. Laser printing. Free 408-261-8676.
spell check and storage, APA.
Turabian and other formats. FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Resumes, editing, graphics Billion in public and private sector
and other services available. grants & scholarships is now
Masterson’s Word Processing, available. All students are eligible
Call Paul a Vironia 408251-0449. regardless of grades, income,
of parent’s income. Let us help.
PROOFREADING EDITING
Call Student Financial Services:
& Word Processing.
1-8002636495 ext. F50415.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded: A polished
11,000 EILODIT ICHOLANDIFII
paper improves grades
$1.000 scholarships arid venous
Free pickup and delivery.
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
18 years business experience
egibiety. Scholarships available for
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
Sang and Fall 1996. Graduates
(408) 241.0613
receive Son more job offers.
Starting salaries from 530e+.
TWO’S Worn Processing Service.
For
details. contact Dr. Jorge
ResumesSchool PapersRyers
Marcondes. Pacitaerg
Powerpoint presentations
Coordinator
at 408/9241707
*Color output
IS 207 or CCB 200.
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today! 408937-7201.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
We can help. PrNate money.
Theses, term papers. grout)
No pay back. For details, cal;
projects, resumes, mini ormicro 510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.
cassette transchpticn. Al formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return,
OPPORTUNITIES
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
EXCITING Business Opportunity
in telecommunications industry.
THE PERFECT PAPER
Call (510) 792-5459
Resumes
Research Papers
S100,000+POTESETVU.. How to
make money. 1504- honest
Manuscripts, etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
check today: Robert Hyatt,
Tunaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
Box 2428, PercelNille, VA
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
22132-2428 Ship-Inc.
from 8arrs6pm (40819370373.

GET MORE INTERVIEWS
& Better Job Offers. Let us
prepare your professional resume.
ResumePro 408-882.5035.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

Name
lletele
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

TUTOR
TUTOR AVAILABLE for help with
physics, chemistry, math and
computer science Cell Steve
4089859192.

JOIN THE CELTIC HERffACIE CUB.
Enjoy earning about Inab. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students Interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
culture. For more information, Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Electrolysis Place,
SHARED HOUSING Camelia’s
1190 Uncoln, San Jose, 9939093.
ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
2 br apt, with male. 1 block from Al Students Recewe 20)60scount.
SJSU. $325/mo.+ util. 9474779.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
FOR RENT
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
2 BR/15A 571 5.761,11700/mo.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 268-0439.

Rive Aockess
Days
zio code
$13 cr,a Suite
3 line.
8
$14
4 linea
Plore
9
$15
5 lines
II
$16
.10
6 lines
Send check cr money order
line
$1 for ear t.
partan Deify CIarselfleds
After the fifth day, rata inideeiberes by 81 per goy. San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
bold or no extra charge
ivailable in bold for $3 each
tu :t y
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 (X)a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 Ines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
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From page I
in an awkward position.
"When vou really don’t have any authorI t% to intervene, what can you say to petipie to reassure them their needs are going
to be addressed?"

"So much of what is going on is hard to
prove, but it’s there. I really feel I have
been treated unjustly," said Jackie
Townsend, senior secretary in the financial
.4d office.
1 really
feel that it is a
So much of combination
of poor management and
what is going
racism," she
said, adding
on is hard to
that she thinks
prove, but it’s
the fact she’s
Africanthere. I really
American has
resulted
in
feel I have
and
unfair
hostile treatbeen treated
ment. 1 think
some of the
unjustly.
managers
been
Jadcie Townsend have
financial aid senior
here too long
WC-Mary
... they’re still
stuck back in
the ’50s."
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Townsend
claims
that
because she
filed
comand
managment
has criticized
plaints against the department since 1992,
she has suffered retaliatory acts.
If you speak up in this office, you’re
labeled," she said.
In June of 1993, Townsend filed a
charge of discrimination with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

The complaint read: "Since complaining of unlawful discriminatory practices
within my department to Affirmative
Action on October 7, 1992, I have been
subjected to retaliatory treatment from
the Director of Financial Aid, the Assistant
Director and the Associate Director. I have
been held to a higher standard of work
performance than other similarly situated
clerical staff. I have had my desk taken
away, my location within the office
changed, my duties changed ... and I have
been denied training on the Financial Aid
Student System and other office software.
I believe am being subjected to retaliation for complaining of racially discriminatory practices."
Townsend said that based on the
response of the university and her complaint, the EEOC issued her a right to sue
form. She failed to do so within the 90
day. allotted.
1 thought that we could work things
out," said Townsend, who added that her
complaints have been dismissed by management as examples of her paranoia, and
that she should seek therapy. "I had reservations, and changed my mind. I wish now
that I hadn’t."
Townsend said that Ryan has yelled at
her in front of others and told her she was
stupid. She also said he told her that she
could not speak to the media, and should
direct all questions to SJSU spokeswoman
Lori Stahl, a charge Ryan said is not true.
" Lori Stahl does not know me; how
I keep quiet and try to let her speak for
me?" Townsend said. "I feel that the only
way to resolve all this is to get the fact that
there are serious problems here out in the
open. Only when we admit there’s a problem will we be able to solve it."

"This is the first time in 25 years that
we’ve ever had a problem like this," said
Dick Pfaff, assistant director of financial
aid. "To say that there’s a racial thing when

Spartan Daily Staff Report

A crowd of students, staff and faculty members plan
to protest a pro-life advertisement supplement that
ran in the Spartan Daily today at 11:30 a.m. at the
Event Center.
The ad ran last Fridayand was a 12-page insert prepared and copyrighted the Human life Alliance of
Minnesota Inc. The ad s owed the development of a
fetus, alternatives to abortion, descriptions of abortion techniques and essays by women who said they
regret having had abortions.
"Most of the material in the ad was incorrect," said

I

Power Mac 7200/120
Li) li monitor
Maki., ii eain to bong the
sits’ 1161 world of the Internet to
sour desk Ind with the Apple’
Internet Conneetten Kit and a
modem. mull be surfing on the
Net faster than you
can say "information super
highway"
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This is the
first time in 25
years that
we’ve ever had
a problem like
this. To say
that there’s a
racial thing
when there’s
never been
one just flies in
the face of my
perception of
the facts.
Dick Pfaff
financial aid assistant
director

there’s never
been one just
flies in the face
of my perception of the
facts. We deal
with students
of every race,
gender, etc..
We are colorblind. We have
no biases."
He also
said he has
never uttered
racial slurs or
put downs.
lam
not a racist,"
he said. "When
I first started
here I worked
for an AfricanAmerican. I’ve
marched with
Cesar Chavez. I
have no personal prejudice
against anyone
in this office. I
have friends of
all kinds of
persuasions."

Pfaff
said that some
people used
the delivery of the hate fliers for their own
agenda. He also said he heard people saying not to discount the idea that it could
have been a minority who distributed the
fliers.
"Some people jumped on this and tried
to make it an issue," he said. "By making a
big to-do over this, you are empowering
the person who did it."
Pfaff said he thought the workshops
were presented well, but that many people
felt they didn’t do enough to examine the
underlying source of conflict.

SJSU faculty member Teri Ann Bengiveno. "Abortion
as I know it is a right as it was passed in the supreme
court."
Last semester the Spartan Daily ran the same ad
(Nov. 3, 1995) and a vocal crowd of 75 students, staff
and faculty protested in front of Clark Library.
"It’s absolutely worse this time and irresponsible,"
Bengiveno said. "It’s as if last semesters words and
protests were totally ignored."
Bengiveno also said that she believes it is not fair
when only one point of view has access to the press
because that point of view happens to have money.
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MIAMI (AP) Overnight tests
on the flight data recorder pulled
from the Everglades muck
showed it has good information
about what caused a ValuJet Flight
592 to crash, killing 109 people,
an investigator said today.
A police diver looking for
remains of victims found the 30pound recorder Monday in an
"extraordinarily fortunate" find,
said Robert Francis, vice chair-

StyleWriter 1200
Oh its conipict size, it his
:limos! anywhere. Making
,
it casy to num:
ht.reVer you want
hi go And with its
outstanding printing
qualM, it makes
sour work look
amazing.

Power Mae- 7600/17/3
/5’ monitor
/6.11/3//GB.
With its amuing multimedia
capabilities yuu can easily
bring your work to life With
built-in stereo yound Yak.
graphics and animation
it’s why your work will never
look or sound the
same again

"This is the second busiest office on ing to leave the university even before
campus, and all this comes at a bad time January, when she accepted a job as direcfor us," he said. "We’re all waiting for a tor of financial aid at Harwell Community
third person to come in and look at the College in Salinas.
objective facts and make an objective deci"There was no way I was going to
sion," he said.
endure that hostile environment any
"And as for retaliation, there is no such longer," she
thing here. Everyboth has their same job, said. "I believe
everybody’s being paid."
that
office
Ryan agreed. ’This whole thing saddens management
I believe
me, he said. "It didn’t have to escalate to from the very
this level. There are just one or two people top is like a that office
here who do not want this resolved.
disfunctional
"It’s easy to make allegations and highly family. They management
inflammatory statements against individu- don’t
want
als in the office," he said. "But they have to people
to from the very
be substantiated."
know
their top is like a
secrets. You’re
"A disfunctional family’
not supposed disfunctional
to talk about
Other financial aid employees have it.
family. They
come forward to support allegations that
"It’s hard
in the past had mostly been brought up by for people to don’t want
Townsend.
get up the
"I’m not alone in this," Townsend said. courage
to people to
"I’m not the only one."
come
forIrene Perez, a clerical assistant, also said ward,"
she know their
that she has been harassed because family said. "It’s not secrets. You’re
medical emergencies have caused her to until
somebody
leaves not supposed
miss work.
"People need to hear everybody’s ver- the university,
sion," she said. "I’ve been stepped on or feels there to talk about
enough, and I’m tired of it.
are
enough
"If we didn’t have a problem, why would people who it.
a member of the Chancellor’s office be feel the same
investigating this? We have many valid way, that peocases," Perez said. "They’ve just gotten ple start talkaway with too many things for too many ing freely."
Because
years."
Virginia Hernandez, also a clerical assis- management’s
tant, agreed. "Managers in this office will version
of
target you. They’ll get information about events will be
people’s personal lives and use it against different than
you if you do something they don’t like," the employees’, she said she fears the
she said. "This is not just one or two peo- whole truth may never come out.
’The institution still has a responsibility
ple speaking up. A lot of us feel this way."
Bea Coronado, a former SJSU Student to protect their managers even if
Outreach finanical counselor, said in a they’re wrong.’
telephone interview that she was prepar-

man
of
the
National
Transportation Safety Board.
"He stepped on it," Francis
said.
The recorder was sent to NTSB
headquarters in Washington for
analysis, shipped in a water-filled
cooler to ensure against drying
that might damage it.
"There is good data on the
recorder," Francis told reporters
at a midday briefing. He declined

to give specifics.
The other of the so-called
"black boxes," which records
cockpit conversations, remained
missing today, Francis said.
The data recorder was bent but
in good shape, Francis said. The
box on the 27-year-old DC-9
recorded fewer details than those
on newer jets. Older reco-:ders
measure only 11 functions, such
as speed and altitude.

I know what you’re
thinking. What does a fish know,
right? Well, I may not know much, but I do keep
my ears open. Like just the other day. I overheard a
couple of students talking. Found out that Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh’ computers. Found
out that a Mat is a really easy way to get up and running on
the Internet. I even found out that more students are
using a Mac to share ideas on the Internet than any
other computer. Roy, what I would give to get
out of this stupid castle and
start surfing the Net.

For ,non informulum mil us on Pb, Internel al brpilhal info apple Com/ III.’

Apply for an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac. Pay later.

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN
For all your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details.
limited availability on certain products.
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